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Young Wild West Defying His Enemies
OR, ARIETTA AND THE DEATH CAVE
/

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Leaves
Albuquerque.

'

Young Wild West and the tried and true com!
panions who traveled with him on his horseback
trips through the wildest parts of the West, in
sea1·ch of excitement, adventures and fortune,. had
stopped for a couple of days at Albuquerque,
New Mexico. It was not the first time they had
been at the hustling city in the Rockies, and of
course thev had a few acquaintances there. But
they had all become so used to camping out, that
life at the principal hotels, where they had found
accommodations, grew irksome after they had
been there but a day.
"Well, boys," Young Wild West said to his partners, as they were retiring on the second night,
"I reckon we had better strike out in the morning and see if we can find anything to stir us up.
It is pretty dull here, though there seems to be
plenty going on all the time."
"That's what's ther matter, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout, .answered, with a nod of approval. "I've got disgusted with seein' so many
people goin' around. Let's git somewhere so we
kin breathe ther fresh air ag'in an' shoot plenty
of game. If we can't find no other game, we
might run across some rascally redskins or an
outlaw gang or somethin'. There ain't nothin'
like excitement ter keep a feller in good health.
Why, if I was ter stay here for about a week,
blamed if I wouldn't lose my appetite."
"I agree partly with what Charlie says, Wild,"
Jim Dart, the other partner of our dashing young
hero, spoke up, with a smile. "I heard a couple
of men talking about the mining camp where silver ore has been struck in rich quantities. It is
located close to the Rio Puerco River, up in the
Navajo ·Mountains, and is about fifty miles from
here. They are already talking of running a
branch of the railroa,_d up there, but from what
I could hear, I hardly think that will ever come
to pass. There might be something worth while
up there, so I would suggest that if we are going
to leave here to-morrow, we take the trail to the
northeast. We ought to ride to the new mining
camp in a day, even though the traveling might
be a little rough."

"Well, it won't make much difference whether
we get there to-morrow or not, Jim," the boy who
hacl won the title of Champion Deadshot of the
West answered, with a smile, as he brushed back
his long light chestnut hair. "I reckon if we take
it along easy and go into camp about sunset, it
will be all dght. Then we could strike Highup
Flat, as you call it, some time the next morning."
"So you are inclined to go up that way, then?"
"Why, certainly. What difference does it make
where we go? We haven't anything particularly
on hand. Everything seems to be going along
nicely at our mines, if reports we have received
would indicate anything. All we have got to do is
to draw what money we want from the bank
l>Are, and then strike out. Of course it won't
take long to stock up with the provisions and few
things we are lacking. Well, we will strike out
at. seven to-morrow morning. I will_tell the proprietor that we would like to have breakfast
shortly after six."
That settled it, as Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dart well knew, for when Young Wild West once
said a thing, he always meant it. As the characters of our story are no doubt familiar to the
reader, it will be hardly necessary for us to give
a long description of them. Suffice it to say that
Young Wild West, though but a boy, had won a
reputation such as few men could ever hope to
attain, by his da ring deeds and strict endeaver
to do the right thing at all times. He had accomplished much during his horseback rides
through the region known as the Wild West. Of
course he had made many friends, but his enemies were numerous, too, for never once did he
neglect an opportunity to break up a bad gang
of outlaws or rout a troublesome band of Indians.
As hfil had struck it rich when he was barely
sixteen years of age, the boy had more than a
sufficient _income to pay all his expenses in pursuing his favorite hobby, which was to hunt up
excitement and adventure, as has already been
said.
·
Jim Dart was a boy about Wild's age, and a
thorough Westerner, at that, for, like Wild, he
had been born and reared in the West, and during
a time when law and order was something almost
entirely out of the question and Indians were ron-
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tinually raiding the white settlers in an endeavor a~tir, for it is not every one wh<> rises Parly in
Albuquerque.
to force them back to civilization.
"Well, ther two heathens is workin' ter git
Che,enne Charlie was what might be called a
veteran scout, thou.,gh he was scarcelv more than ready, Wild," the scout informed the young deadten years the senior of the boys. The bravery shot. "I s'pose you have sent word to -ther gals
and daring of Young Wild West and his two to let 'em know that we're goin' ter strike out
partners was beyond question, though it might putty soon."
"Not yet, Charlie," our hero answered. "They
be said that the scout lacked ahe judgmQ.llt that
was possessed by his dashing young lead~r, and are generally early risers, you know, so it won't
that Jim Dart always waited to receive an order be long before they will show up. They won't
before he acted, unless he was alone, and then he be surprised any, because it is not the first time
usually did the right thing. Charlie was a little that we have started off rather unexpectedly. "
too impulsive, and was apt to lose his temper
The girls referred to were Arietta Murdock,
quickly. This very often got him into trouble; Young Wild West's golden-haired sweetheart;
but thanks to his skill and somewhat stubborn Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart, and
nature, he always got out of it. Sometimes, how- Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie. The latter
ever, Young Wild West came in the nick of time could hardlv be called a girl, since she was someto save him.
where between twenty and thirty, and was a marThe three were removing their rather fancy ried woman. But that made little difference to
hunting suits of buckskin, preparatory to going 01,1r hero and his partners. They invariably spoke
to bed when the conversation started, and since of them as "the girls," so such they will be called.
it was settled now, there was nothing more said Young Wild West was right when he said it
about it, and soon the light had been extinguished would not be long before the girls would shQw up,
and they were in the land of dreams. But true for in less than fifteen minutes Arietta came out
to the rule he had set down, Young Wild West upon the porch and looked inquiring1y at the
was awake shortly after daylight. When he be.: three who were taking it easy. After bidding _,
gan stirring about the room his partners were them good morning, she turned to her young
not long in getting up, and a few minutes later lover and said:
"I don't know just why it is, but it s•rikes me
they were all downstairs in the hotel 01:fice. The
proprietor had not shown up yet, but Wild had no that you intend to leave here pretty socn, Wild."
"Who told vou, it?" was the smiling reply.
difficulty in making the clerk understand that
"No one, but when I see you three sitting
they wanted their breakfast a little earlier than
usual, so the order was promptly given to the together so early in the morning, I always think
that something is up. I suppose you are all tired
cook.
"Now then, Charlie," said ou1· hero, nodding of staying here in this town."
"Well, aren't you a little tired, Et?"
to the scout, "I rec1rnn you had better rout the
"Yes, to tell the truth, I am. I feel like getting
Chinamen out. They are sleeping in the loft of
into the saddle again."
ar. out-house in the rear, as you know.!'
"Well, that's just what you can expect to do
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout gave a
grin and promptly went around to the- rear of the at seven o'clock. You haven't a great deal of
building. He knew just where to go, and it was time, because it is nearly six now. Just go and
not long before he had two typical Chinamen hur- tell Anna and Eloise that we are going to leave
riedly attiring themselves. They were Hop Wah here shortly after breakfast, which will be ready
and Wing Wah, brothers who had been in the somewhere around six." •
employ of Young Wild West and his friends quite
"All right, Wild," and the girl hastily entered
some time. Hop was called the handy man, while the hotel. A few minutes later all three of them
Win,g was the cook. If it had not been that Hop came out and then it took but a few words to inhad proved of such value to them by saving their form them just what they were J!;oing to do.
hves on more than one occasion, the chances are The breakfast bell rang almost before they were •
his services would not have been needed, and they ready for- it, but it was not long before the six
could have got along very well with the cook were sitting at the table in the comfortable dinalone. But Hop had become a fixture to the inig room. In spite of the fact that Cheyenne
party, and since Wing was one of the slow and Charlie said he would lose his appetite if he reeasy Chinamen who always do as they are told mained there much longer, he ate heartily enoug~
and never complain, -he was quite likely to hold on this morning. The rest did the same, and
his job as long as he cared to. There was an- when the meal was over with Young Wild West
other thing about the heathen called Hop. He went into the office and paid the bill. By this
was a verv clever sleight-of-hand performer, and tlme there were a few loiterers standing about the
he never 'iost a chance to play a practical joke hotel. Such men are always to be found at such
on some one when the opportunity affordea.
places, so ther~ was nothing· strange in this.
He had his failings, of course, but it is hard But Cheyenne Charlie happened to notice that
to find any one who is perfect, so one would hard- one man in particular was paying more than
ly think of looking for it in a "heathen Chinee." ordinary attention to them, though he had nothing
The scout told them that they were going to to say whatever. He sized him up pretty well,
leave at seven, sharp, so they knew just what to and then called the attention of the young dead~
When he saw them looking after the horses shot to him.
do.
"That feller seems to be a stranger around
and getting ready to load the two which carried
"He's been
the camping outfit and supplies, Charlie went on here, ·wnd," Charlie whispered.
back of the front of the hotel and found Wild watching every move we've been makin', too. I
and Jim sitting on the porch, taking in the beauty don't like ther looks of him much. Them piercin'
of the early morning. There were but few people black eyes of his seems ter have mischief in 'em.!'-
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"Well, I don't know, Charlie," was the reply,
but our he1·0 took a good look at the man, just the
same.
He came to the same conclusion that the scout
};ad. He decided that the man was watching
them for some particular purpose. Walking over
to the clerk, he observed, in a casual sort of way:
"Is that fellow standing there by the door a
stranger?"
"Yes," was the reply.
"I was wondering
where he came from so early. I don't remember
ever having seen him before. A rou,g h-looking
fellow, too."
"Yes, rather rough. So you never saw him before?"
"No, not that I remember."
"All right; it is nothing. I merely asked the
question, that's all, for it struck me that he was
not much acquainted here."
It was just a few minutes before seven when
the horses were led around to the front of the
hotel, and by this time quite a little crowd had
guthefed, for many had become acquainted with
Young Wild West and his friends, and having
heard of his wonderful and daring exploits, they
were quite interested in him.
"Which wa 11 are yer headin' now, Young Wild
West?" a 1'11ln who was a deputy sheriff asked
as Wild was assisting Arietta to mount her
cream-white broncho.
"Well, we haven't exactly made up our minds
where we will go next, sheriff," was the reply.
"But I think we will strike out for Highup Flat,
and see what sort of a place it is."
"Well, yer won't find much up there. I understand ther place ain't got more than fifty or sixty
population. There's some talk of there bein' lots
of silver-ore up there. But I don't know. I've
heard such stories afore, an' I never believe in
what I hear."
"Well, we might find a little excitement up
there. I must say it is pretty dull in Albuquerque
just now."
"Well, it ain't generally that way, but I must
say it has been somewhat quiet since you have
been stayin' here. You may have had somethin'
ter do with that," and the sheriff chuckled. 1
"Well, I don't know about that. Why should I
have anything to do with it?" Wild asked, curiously.
"Well, there's a putty tough set of men scattered about this here town, an' maybe they might
have heard that you didn't like sich ones as they
are. That would sorter keep 'em quiet, yer know."
"Oh, pshaw, sheriff! I reckon there is no one
here in Albuquerque who is afraid of me."
"Don't yer believe that, Young Wild West.
There's plenty of 'em here as is afraid as death
of yer. They know mighty well that if you git
after 'em once, you won't leJ;; up till yer git 'em.
I'm sorry you're goin' ter 1eave so soon, 'cause
I've got an idea that somethin's goin' ter turn
up he:r;e in a few days."
.
"Well, perhaps we will come back by that time,
sheriff. I will bid you good-by."
Then the boy vaulted -lightly in the saddle. His
mount was a splendid sorrel stallion, which he
called Spitfire. This steed had carried him safely
through many perils, and jt was not strange that
the boy should think a great deal of him. The
rest all had as good horses as money could buy,
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and •when they were all mounted and ready to
leave, they certainly presented a picturesque as
well as dashing appearance. The fancy hunting
and riding suits and the gay colors worn by the
three girls contrasted with the Oriental costumes
of the two Chinamen, and as they rode away a
cheer went up from the little crowd that had
gathered in front of the hotel.
"Now then," said Youn;g Wild West, a s they
were riding toward the outskirts of the town,
"I want you to keep your eyes open and watch
behind us a little bit. I have a strong notion that
the · man we were suspicious of will follow us,
Charlie. It strikes me that he is a rascal."
"You kin bet I'm goin' ter keep a watch, Wild,"
was the reply. "I sartinly expect ter see that
galoot ag'in before we have gone very far."
Once they got out of Albuquerque they struck
a rather rough trail. Wild knew. the direction
they should follow in order to reach Highup Flat,
as it was called, so he kept on, and by doing so
hard roads and trails that were much better to
travel were left aside.
The farther they went the wo1·se the traveling
became. But their horses were sure-footed, and
had often been over such gi'bund, so they did not
mind it a great deal. Many times had they
looked behind, but never once did they get sight
of any one following them. Along toward noon
they met lt heavy wagon that was drawn by six
mules heading toward the town. The wagon was
loaded with silver-ore, and after chatting with
the driver and his two companions for a while,
our friends went on. Just as the sun was directly
over their heads they came to a little hollow
where there was a stream of water flowing from
the rocks above. There was plenty of fodder for
their ho1·ses near at hand, so they decided to
make an hour's rest and eat the noonday meal.
The packs were taken from the two horses, so
they might have a chance to rest, and then Wing
gathered the necessary wood. to kindle a fire, and
it was not long before dinner was being prepared.
By this time they all had good appetites, and as
Cheyenne Charlie sniffed the odor that came from
the bacon and eggs that were sizzling in the big
frying-pan, he called out to the cook:
"Jest hurry up a little, Wing. I'm mighty
hungry."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie, the Chinaman answered, with a grin. "Me hully uppee velly
muchee. Me--"
Just then the clatter of hoofs sounded, and the
cook stopped abruptly. All eyes were instantly
turned in the direction the sounds came from, and
then they saw a horseman riding toward them at
a gallop. It was the stranger Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie had suspected. There was
a peculiar sort of smile on the horseman's face
as he came to a halt before them, and n'ldding
in a way that was meant to be pleasant, he said:
"Well, I reckon I'm jest in time for dinner."
"An' I reckon yer ain't," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, hotly. "I expected you was going ter
foller us, you sneakin' coyote. What do you
want, anyhow?"
Before a reply could be made, half a dozen more
horsemen suddenly appeared upon the scene. They
were all villainous-looking fellows, and the._grins
that showed on their faces told plainly that they
were bent on mischief.
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reply, as the villain turned to his horse and quick•
ly mounted it.
He was ·about to ride away, but Wild,.was not
through with him yet.
"Hold on!" he exclaimed. "I'd like to know
who you are before you leave. I feel satisfied
that we'll meet again, and there is nothing like
'
knowing a person's name."
"I am a bad man, Young Wild West," was the
·
rather boastful reply.
"Yes, I could easily guess that. I thought that
when I saw you this morning at the hotel. You
are a sneak, too, I could tell that when I saw you
al: a glance."
."\,Veil, you have got ther drop on me, an' yer
kin call me what yer want ter now. But my
.
time will come."
"Perhaps it will, but maybe you mean your
time to die will come, and soon, at that."·
"No, I don't mean nothin' like that. I happened
ter strike into town last night, an' it wasn't long
before I heard you was there. I made up my
mind right away that you would come out this
way ter look up our gang, so I sorter kept a
watch <>n yer. It didn't take me long ter find •
out that I was right, for when I heard that you
was goin' ter take ther trail for Hi,ghup -Flat,
I knew you was after us. ·1 don't mind tellin'
yer, Young Wild West, that me an' my pards
make our livin' putty easy, an' it don't make
no difference whether it's a hold-up, or not. We're
always on hand ter git what money there is in

Young Wild West was all ready for the newcomers when they showed up. He was well satisfied that the first man who appeared was a villain, and that he had followed them for some purpose that had not yet been disclosed. When he
heard the hoof-beats af ter the man reached the
spot it was quite enough to make him think that
they were his companions. The horsemen were
all armed, and they looked to be of the desperate
type of men. But as yet none of them had offered
to draw a weapon, and coolly surveying them, the·
young deadshot called out:
"Well, gentlemen, what is the trouble?"
"There ain't no trouble, Young Wild West," the
first arrival answered; quickly, while a peculiar
smile flitted .across his face. "These boys is
pards of mine, an' there ain't g.o in' ter be no
trouble, providin' you use us right. What we
want first is a little someth'in' ter eat."
"Well, I am sorry to disappoint you, then," and
Wild acted as though it almost pained him to say
it. "But we haven't enough cooked to supply you
all, and as it wouldn\ be right to let one or two
of you eat and the rest go without, I suppose we
will have to refuse you."
"What do yer think of that, boys?" and the fellow who had followed them, who was no doubt
the leader of the band, turned to his companions
and laughed heartily.
"Well, it shows he means well, but if he ain't it."
'-"I understand. But what is your name?"
got enough stuff cooked, what are we goin' ter do
"Don't think I'm afraid ter tell yer. I'm known
about it?"
"Make ther cook fix up some more," suggested as Happy Bill."
"Happy Bill, eh? Well, that doesn't sound bad.
one of the party, in the background.
· "That's it," and so saying, the leader dis- All right. Now then, you light out."
mounted.
Happy Bill, as he called himself, seemed to be
He started to walk over to where Wing was quite at his ease now. But he did not offer to
standing in a half-frightened way. But Wild make the least resistance, and started his horse
stepped in front of him and said:
at a walk from the spot. The rest followed,
"Never mind about interfering with our cook. as a matter of course, for the rifles and revolvers
You can't have anything to eat, and that settles that were leveled at them told them plainly that
it. Now then, if you are wise, you will mo·u nt it was no time for fooling. They rode away at
a walk until they disappeared from view behind
your horses and ride away with your gang."
"If I'm wise,,eh, kid? Well, I reckon I'm wise a bend in the cliff. Then Young Wild West
enough for you. Jest 'cause you have got ther turned to his companions and said:
"Well, what do you think of that? This is anname of bein' ther Champion Deadshot of ther
·west, an' are always goin' around lookin' for other case of strangers making mistakes. No
doubt that fellow thought he could ride up here
trouble, don't say that I'm afraid of you."
"Well, I will give you just ten seconds to get and frighten us into inviting him to eat. If
we had .done so the others would have come, too,
on your horse."
As the words left the lips of the young dead- and then I suppose they would have expected
shot a revolver flashed in his hand, and the muz- to get something to eat, too. If we had let them
zle of it was turned directly toward the heart of go on the way they ·intended to, the chances are
the villain. This was the cue for our hero's part- that they would have eaten up everything we
ners and the girls _to assert th~mselves, and al- had, and then ropbed us of our money and valumost ,pefore the horsemen realized it, they found . ables. But we a1·e not in the habit of having
themselves well covered. Each of the girls had things done that way, are we, boys?"
"I reckon not, Wild," and Cheyenne Charlie
thl"Own a rifle to her shoulder in a twinkling,
while Charlie and Jim stood with a revolver in gave a chuckle, as he kept his eyes upon the spot
where the outlaws had disappeared.
either hand.
"We never have done anything like that, I
"Do you fellows really want to eat your dinner
here?" said Wild, in his cool and easy way, while reckon, Wild," Jim Dart hastened to say.
"And we never will, Jim," Wild answered. "We
a twinkle shone in his eyes. "If you do, you ·have
got to eat lead. Nqw then, how about it?• You are not built that way. But I reckon I'd better
heard what I said," and he turned sharply to the take a walk out that way and see how far they
'have gone. It may be that they have come to a.
)eai_er.
· Oh, we don't want no trouble," was the quick halt and are prepa1·ing to give up another calL
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"Oh, yes,'' Wild answered, in his cool and easy
If they come again they will no doubt open fire
way. "I had no trouble in doing it, Jim."
as they ride up."
"I don't care if they do that, for we are pretty _ He then walked over to where the girls were
!well protected here, and .it will simply be a case waiting and told just what · he had seen and
of shooting them down in order to keep them heard.
"Now then," said he, as he concluded his brief
from killing us. Let them come, if they like." 'l'he boy started off, still keepine; a revolver in story, "I reckon we'll have our dinner. Is everyhis hand. He walked along lightly, for he did thing all right,. Wing?"
"Evelythling allee light, so be, Misler Wild,"
not- want to make any sounds that might be hea:i:.d
if_ the villains were really lying behind the bend the cook answered, cheerfully.
"Well, all right, then. Just hand out the grub."
in the cliff. He reached the bend all right, and
While there was really no need of keeping a
then as he turned he gave a nod of satisfaction.
The horsemen had come to a halt something like watch just then, our hero and his partners kept
a hundred yards further on. They had dismount- an eye ·n the direction of the trail as they ate.
ed, too, and seemed to be holding a council of But nothing turned up to disturb them, and
war. Wild looked around, and finding that he finally their appetites were appeased.
"We may as well take it easy for a while bewould be able to creep up pretty close to them
by keeping near to the steep b~nk, he started off fore we start out, boys," Wild said, nodding to
to do so. He managed to get within thirty feet Charlie and Jim. "It won't hurt to keep the
of them, and then he could hear what was bein,g villains waiting a while. I don't know just how
far their cave is from here, but I do know that
said.
we will have to go through a narrow pass before
"It wouldn't do, boys," he heard the leader, we
reach it. Probably we can find another way
who had given his name as Hap py Bill, say, as to get
for Happy Bill said as much when
he shook his head. "They'll be waitin' for u s, he wasalong,
talking
to his companions. I heard him
so if we was ter ride back there an' begin to
that if we came through .that way we
shoot, we would git ther worst of ,it. Ther best remark
would be easy to catch. That means that there
thing we kin do is ter ride right on till we git must
be .some qther way of,getting over here."
10 our cave, an' then wait for 'em. They'll have
"It looks that way, Wild," Charlie answered,
ter go through ther narrow pass if they keep on
this trail, an' we'll ketch 'em jest as they git to with a nod of approval. "Well, if there's any
ther end of it. Then we'll see who's who, me or other way, it won't take us long ter find it, you
kin bet."
Young Wild West."
"Me laughee velly muchee when me see um outTwo or three of the outlaws seemetl inclined
to make an attack upon our friends right away. laws suplised, so be," Hop Wah, the clever Chine~
spoke up, as he looked at our hero and smiled
But when they found the rest nad sided with the blandly.
,,
_
leader, they gave in, and Wild watched them as
'.' So you laughed, did you, Hop? How about:
they mounted their horses to ride away.
Wmg?"
.
"I reckon that's a ll right," the boy muttered, as_ · "He no laug-hee; he velly muchee 'flaid, so be.
he turned' to go back. "They are going to get He fool Chinee, Misler Wild." ·
us as we are about leaving the end · of a narrow
"Shuttee up, my blother. Me allee light. Me
pass, are they? Well, not to-day, Happy Bill. no makee tlouble for somebody allee timee."
This is what I call something worth while. We
,· "Me rnakee plenty tlouble for um outlaws, mayhave only been half a · day out from Albuquerque, be," Hop retorted. ''Me fixee um biggee fireand here we are ri,ght at the beginni:qg of a rous- clacker and gittee in um cave and makee go bangl
ing old adventure. Outlaws, eh? Well, if I don't Allee samee scare um bad Melican men:"
make short work of you fellows before twenty'.'Mayb_e you:ll get th~ chance to ' do that, Hop:
four hours have passed, my name isn't Young Wild said, with 1;I, smile. "But just shift the
Wild West."
horses so they can get about twenty more minutes'
The boy turned and made his ·way back to the good picking at the grass. There is plenty of
camp. Charlie and Jim were crouching :behind it _here, and I think they kn·ow it."
·
a couple of rocks near it, and when they saw
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop promptly
him coming they
at once arose and showed them- turned his attention to the horses."
1
selves.
•
. They waited for . fully .half an hour after the"Have they gone, Wild?" the scout asked.
dmner was over with, and then our friends got
"Yes, Charlie," was the reply, "but they just ready to. resume the journey over the trail that
started, you might say. They had halted a little led to Highup Flat. Usually Wild and Arietta.
distance around the bend over there. Some of r?de ahead of the little column, but since they
them wanted to come back and start a fight with did not ki:iow at what _time they might come In
us, but the leader advised that they go on to contact _with _the outl~s, the girls were placed
their cave, and then wait for us until we were well behmd_ with the ~wo C~inamen ·and the packabout to leave a narrow pass we will have to ~orses. ~1ld rode shghtly ·m advance, and Chartravel through if we follow the trail, and then h<' and Jim came on side by side after him.
catch us."
In this wav they r o<le along foi· nearly five miles,
"Ther sneakin' coyotes I" exclaimed the scout, and then they suddenly saw a narrow pass that
his eyes flashing. "So they want ter clean u_s cut through a high cliff a short distance ahead
of them as they rounded a bend in the trail."
out, do they?"
"It seems so, Charlie."
"Boys, I reckon that's the pass Happy Bill
"Did you get close enough to hear what they spoke of," our hero said, as he nodded to his
were talking about, then?" Jim Dart asked, a partners. "Now then, we want to go a little slow.
little surprisefi.
I reckon we had better halt for a few minutes
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and see if we can find any way to get to the
other side of that high ground."
"I think we could ride right up here to the
left, Wild," Jim Dart spoke up, as he pointed in
that direction.
"It looks as though we might, Jim. Well, sup·
pose we try it? Come on."
Having made up his mind wha.t he intended to
do, our hero at once turned to the left and ascended the steep, rocky hill. H e soon found that
it was quite passable, and looking around and
finding that the rest were following, he gave a
nod of satisfaction and proceeded on, his. horse
al a walk. It took them but two or three.minutes
t,1 get to the top of he high elevation, and then
as they looked down they saw the trail.
"I reckon we have fooled them, boys," the young
deadshot said, with a smile. " While it would be
rather difficult for a wagon to come up this way,
it has been quite easy for us to do it on horseback. We will ride on for about half a mile the
other side of the pass, and then I will ride back
and see what the outlaws are up to. I want you
te, come with me, Charlie."
"Good enou,ghl" exclaimed the scout, who was
delighted at .having been chosen to accompany
the boy on such an enand.
They waited until the girls and the Chinamen
reached the top of the elevation, and then they
all rode slowly down and soon turned upon the
regular trail. It was such a crooked one that
there was no danger of them being· seen by the
outlaws, who must be waiting at the end of the
pass. But that was easily a quarter of a mile
behind them now, so when they had gone about
that distance further, Young Wild West called a
halt.
"Now then," he said, nodding to Jim, "I am
going to leave you here with the girls and the
two heathens. Charlie and I will go back, and
if we don't fin,i_ the outlaws, it will be mther
strange, I think. I mean to try and discover their
cave, too, so you need not be surprised if we
don't retu1·n in an hour. You had better be a
little careful, though, Jim. It may be that they
might come on this way and ride upon you suddenly. There are plenty of places around here
where you can secrete yourselves, so I will leave
it to you to do so."
"You can depend on me to do the right thing,
Wild," Dart answered, and then he promptly selected a spot amon,g the rocks, where not only
they could be hidden from view, but the horses,
as well.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie nodded
approvingly, and then turned and rode slowly
back along the trail.

CHAPTER III.-The Cavern.
Wild and Charlie were very cautious as they
rode back over the trail. They knew now how far
they would have to go before they would come in
sight of the pass, but they did not want to get
.close enough so the outlaws would have a chance
to hear them. They kept their horses at a walk,
taking care to guide them where the ground
seemed to be the softest, and in this way they
went on until th~ came to a bend in the trail

that could not have been more than two hundred
yard3 from the pass. Wild brought his sorrel
stallion to a halt and dismounted again. The_...
scout was not long in following his example.
"Now then, Charlie," the young deadshot whisprred, "we will leave our horses here and go
the rest of the distance on foot. I am pretty
certain that the cave the leader of the outlaws
spoke of is located somewhere close to the mouth
of the pass. If that is the case, we ought to
be able to find it, I think. All we have got to
do is to be ve1·y cautious, and keep our eyes and
ears open."
"Ri,ght yer are, Wild," the scout answered,
with a nod of his head. "We ,kin leave ther
horses right in this big niche over here."
Wild gave a nod of a ssent, and the horses were
quickly led to the spot Charlie had spoken of.
After tying them so there would be no danger of
them straying, the two set out again over the
trail, this time on foot. It happened that there
were plenty of rocks of different sizes a11d shapes
scattered along the trail, and by careful work,
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie crept
along without running the least chance of being ..
observed by anyone who might be watching. But
they both were well satisfied that if there was
anyone watching he would be looking the other
way,
Wben they got to within about a hundred feet
of the pass, which they could see was very narrow
at its end, Wild caught sight of a man's head
as it was suddenly raised above a rock on the
ri:ght side of the trail. It was easy for him to •
understand that the owner of the head raised
it so he might peer around and see if anyone
was coming through the pass. He quickly called
his companion's attention to it, and Charlie smiled grimly and tapped the stock of his rifle. The
head and soon withdrawn, but that was all our
two friends required. They now knew just where
the outlaws were in waiting.
"Come on, Charlie," the young deadshot whispered. "We will climb up to the top of the hill
and go on around the other side of the villains.
Then perhaps we can fool them a little. We
will try and make it appear that someone is riding through the pass. They won't be long in -~
showing themselves then, I reckon."
Charlie, who was always ready to do anything
the boy said, grinned and nodded, and then the
two began carefu-lly making their way up the
rocky ascent. The1·e were plenty of bushes there,
but it was not necessary to conceal their movements now, since the outlaws were not in a position from which they might observe the movements of the two.
They had made no sounds as they climbed on
upward, and at length they were at the top of
the hill. They had hardly gdt there when the
unmistakable odor of smoke came to their nostrils. Both looked around keenly, and finally they
saw where it came from. There was a sm,.u
openinig in the side of a bank not far distant,
and from this smoke could be seen escaping,
though rather thinly. The hole looke'd very much.
as though it might lead to the den of a bear,
01· some other wild animal, and did not appear to
be all out of place in that region. But the fact
that smoke was coming from it was quite enough
to escape the curiosity of Wild and the scout.
.
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They both made their way to the spot, and just might be able to make it sound as though a horse
then the smoke increased and came out strong is coming through at a trot. The ground is hard
and rocky below there, you know."
enough to almost blind them.
"I know what yer mean, Wild," and the scout
"I reckon they've been puttin' a little more
wood on ther fire, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, gave a nod. "Go ahead; I'm ready."
as he wiped his eyes with a bandana handkerWild let one of the stones go downward, aoo
'
chief.
the instant he did so Charlie let one go. The
"It seemed so, Charlie," was the reply. "Well, young deadshot was right after him, and so on
I suppose this is the chimney that leads from the until there was a continuous clatter as the stones
place where the outlaws live. It is not the first hit the hal'd ground below. Having done this, our
one of the kind we have seen, you know."
hero now turned and ran lightly toward the end
"I reckon not. There's hundreds of caves ter of the pass, rifle in hand. Charlie was right
be found where a fire kin be built, an' ther after him, and when they came close to where
smoke will draw up iest ther same as if there the bank sloped downward to the trail below,
was a chimney there. This is one of 'em, an' you they dropped upon their hands- and knees and
kin bet on it. Happy Bill's cave i s sartinly under crept to a pile of bushes. · From behind this they
had a pretty good view of what was below, and
where we're standin' now."
"Well, I hardly think it advisable for us to when they saw six: men standing there, each
try and get down there by way of this hole. with a revolver, they could not help smiling.
We would only get blackened up from the smoke The villains were peering toward the mouth of
and soot that must be in there, and it might be the pass, too, which told plainly that the sound
that the aperture wouldn't be large enough to .they had heard convinced them that their prey
permit our safe descent. ·1 think we have found -..vas coming through.
"Let's sneak down there kinder soft like, an'
cut about all we wanted to know in this line now.
One of the villains muEt be below us somewhere, ccrral 'em, Wild," Charlie whispered, eagerly.
"A good idea, Charlie," was the reply. "But
and he is no doubt preparing to cook something
t.> eat for the gang. We will go on around now how are we going- to get down there without beand try and carry out the plan I have in view. ing seen? If we were at the other side now,
If we can discover the real entrance to the out- we might" be able to do it nicely. But we could
not get very far before they would surely see us,
laws' cave, it will be all the better."
so I hardly think we had better try it. The best
"Of co~rse," admitted the scout.
They both took a .good look at their surround- plan would be to go back and then creep up
ings, so they would not make a mistake in case along the trail. I reckon we had better do that.
they happened to come th.ere after dark. Hav- If we can take them by surprise and get them
ing satisfied themselves that they would be sure all, we will settle the outlaw gang in a hurry.
to find the hole in the ground, they started back But there won't be an awful lot of excitement
toward the pass. It was easy for them to get to it, Charlie."
"That's jest what I was thinkin' about," and
around without making any unnecessary noise,
and once they reached the pass Wild crept to the the scout shook his head. "But it's all right.
edge of the cliff and peered downward. It was We'll find something more when we get through
very narrow below him, but amply wide enough with this, most likely."
for wagohs to pass through. The sides were very
"Well, we always do. But come on. They will
steep, and just before the end 'Vas reached it keep watching the mouth of the pass for a few
widened out slightly, only to narrow down again minutes yet. Then maybe one of them might
ta a width of not more than fifteen feet.
have nerve enough to go inside. He will then
"Ahl" muttered the boy, "A dandy trap, sure discover that no one is coming, and that will
enough. The outlaws would have a fine chance, upset the gang a whole lot."
They started off again, and as they passea
indeed, if they caught anyone coming through.
All they would have to do would be to Vyait until the hole the smoke had been coming from both
they got out of the pass. and then open fire on nodded. They did not go very close to it this
them. If they turned to flee back into the pass, time, however, for they were in too much of a
they would. only get tangled up, and before they hurry. They reached the trail, and then both becould do much, the scoundrels would have them. gan creeping cautiously along, in the hoiie of
Well, it was a lucky thing for me this noon that being, able to get close enough to take the waitI overheard the leader of the igang talking of • ing outlaws by surprise. But as they crept
what he intended to do. But I wonder where they around the bend, that could not have been more
than fifty feet from where the gang had been
are now?"
Charlie, who was looking over, too, turned his standing when · they saw them last, they found
that they had disappeared.
head when Wild crept back.
"Fooled, by jingo!" exclaimed Young Wild
"What now, Wild?" he asked.
"Gather up a few stones that are about tho West, in a whisper. "They must have discovered
that no one was 5!0ming, and they have gone into
size of an egg," was the reply.
Charlie looked a little surprised, but quickly their cave. Well, go on, Charlie. If they can
started to do as he was directed. Our hero did go into a cave, I reckon we can."
"We sartinly kin, if we kin find ther way," wa1
the same thing, and soon they had a dozen or
more stones, and were kneeling at the edge of the the retort.
Wild was a little bolder now~ and he hurried
steep bank.
"Now then, Charlie," Wild whispered, "we will forward until he reached the exact spot where
throw these stones down one at a time. Just as the villains had been standing. Then he looked
aoon as I let one go, you follow, and we will around quickly and saw a wide crevice in the
keep on until we have exhausted our supply. We rocky ascent close _to him. It was but natural

.
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that he should think this was the entrance to
the cave, so motioning for the scout to follow
him, he stepped noiselessly forward and reached
it. As he peered into it he saw a rough surface
of rock within four feet of him. Tkis made it
look as though it was nothing more than a
cleft he hi,td struck. But as he glanced to the left
he saw the mouth of what he was certain was
a passag-e. He touched the scout .on the arm,
and pointed to it. Charlie gave a nod, and then
the two stepped • noiselessly inside. Both knew
that they must be very cautious, for it was _quite
likely that the outlaws had a iguard st~tio~ed
\ somewhere close at hand. It was a big risk
they were ·taking, but neither Wild nor <:::harlie
·
seemed to mind' it.
They were bent upon locating the hangout _of
the band, and once they did this it would be qm~e
easy· to corral the entire gang. It was dark m
the passage that our hero had discovered, ~ut
as he moved along a few feet he saw. a famt
light ahead. He knew this did not come from a
point directly opposite, so that meant that there.
must be a turn to either side or the other, where
the light was admitted. After moving along for
perhap_s forty feet, the two . fou~d themselves
looking into a large cavern, it_ might be better
called, since it contained a series of caves that
opened from one to another.
To the left there was a large opening, and it
was through this that the Hiht ~ame. Our tv.:o
friends could not see everythmg Just then, but it
took them but a few seconds to figure it out
that the outlaw band must occupy one of the
caves, and that was close to the mouth of the
passage. They could hear the s~unds made. by
voices but they sounded strange and hollow-hke.
Just ~here they came from, it was hard to tell.
"Charlie," Wild whispered in the ear of the
scout "this is a regular puzzle. There must be
as m;ny as a dozen sep~rate caves in ~his und~rground · places, and which of th~m 111s occupied
by the outlaws is hard to determme.
"It is a funny sort of place, Wild," Charlie answered in the same low voice. "But I reckon we
kin m~nage ter _find 'em all right. S'pose ~e
look for their horses first? They've got them m
J.ere somewhere."
This was a good suggestion, so the two made
their way into the cavern, where it was lighte1,,
and then when they came to a place whei'e the
ground was covered with a coating of sand, they
quickly discerned the prints- of horses' hoofs.
Charlie pointed to the left, and nodding his head
Sure
approvingly, Wild started after him.
enotigh, they found the horses in a sort of natural
stable, where there was plenty of hay and grain
stored, while a stream of water flowed along at
one side. Wild figured that the stable was just
about a hundred feet distant from the entrance
to the underground place. Certainly the villains
themselves could not be far from where the horses
·were. But they could no longer hear the sounds
of voices, and it was not until they turned and
went back a short distance that they ,h eard
them again. This time Wild struck the location.
He looked abovep him, and then saw a flight of
stane steps runmng up to a corner.
"Come, Charlie," he whispered. "They are upstoirn."

"Upstairs!" the scout exclaimed, in astonishment.
"Yes, this ·seems as thouirh it might be an
ancient ruins. I thought the stones scattered
around looked too square and even to be natural.
You can depend on it that this is an old ruins
that has been built years and years ago. There
is an upstairs to it, sure enough, and it is there
where the outlaws make their headquarters. C<f1e
. on. We will take a look and see."
They started to move toward the flight of stone
. steps, which could be seen quite distinct now,
since they had become most accustomed to the
dim light that pervaded the cavern, when a man
suddenly appeared coming down. He held a
lighted candle in his hand, and did not see Wild
and Charlie as they hastily concealed themselves
in a wide fissure that was right near the foot of
the stairway. Wild and Charlie instantly re·cog,
nized the man as H:appy Bill.
Satisfied that he had not seen them, they
waited to see what he would do next. 'Dhe outlaw kept the canQle liighted, and turned sharply
to 'the 1·ight, after leaving the last of the stone
steps. Then the young deadshot and his partners saw him press upon what seemed to be a
_portion of the rocky wall, and a stone door swung
open. Of course Wild was much interested in
this, for he was now satisfied that it was really
a ruins that the outlaws made the,ir headquarters
in. Touching the scout on the shoulder, the boy
whispered:
"You stay right here, Charlie. I am going to
creep over there and see where he is going."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply.
Then ou.r hero promptly made his way to the
opening which the man with the candle had now
· pa~sed t~rough. But. the candle light showed
quite plamly, · and Wild unhesitatingly reached /
the doorway and ventured through. He had
barely done this when the door shut with a heavy
j~
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"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Wild has got into a trap!"

CHAPTER IV.~Some surprises.
The stone door had opened to the out1lide of
the chamber in the cave, and Wild had barely
igot inside when it closed with such force as to
send him forward half a dozen feet" before he
could stop himself. He heard the dull thud
as the door came into place, and though somew_hat startled at what had happened, he gathered
himself together and was ready to give fight to
the man carrying the candle. But that individual
scarcely turned his head, and then Wild knew
that the door had not been closed for the purpose
of catching him and holding him a prisoner. The
boys quickly got behind a mass of stone masonry
that had tumbled in a pile in the cave.
If Happy Bill had turned when the door closed
he would surely have caught sight of the boy,
for there was enough light shed from the candle
for him to see him plainly. But, as we have said
it was only a passing glance that he gave behind
him, and then, as though it was to be expected
that the door should close suddenly, he turned
· and walked the full length of the under,ground
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apartment, for apartment surely it was. The,:e
was no doubt that it had been forced by the
hands of man at some former period, and that
it was simply now a buried ruins of ~ome edifiC'e. It was some fifty feet in length, and when
Wild saw him carefully treading his way along,
holding the candle so he might not make a misr
'
step, he resolved to follow him.
He had just started to do this when the door
was opened softly, and then Cheyenne Charlie
stepped inside, revolver in hand. Wild partly
e ·nected this, so he was not at all surprised. He
qulckly beckoned to the scout to come to him, so
he might not be seen should the villainous out·
·
law happened ~o turn his head.
"This is what I call great," Charlie whispered,
as he patted the boy's shoulder and showed how
pleased he felt. "I thought for sartin that you
had been trapped, Wild."
"Well, I suppose it did loo!{ that way. But the
door closed of its own account. I suppose a
draught of air did it. B'ut Jet's see where that
fE'llow is going to. He seems bent upon some
particular errand."
"Right yer are, Wild. I'm awful glad nothin'
didn't happen to yer."
With Wild in the lead, the two now started
along the length of the underground room, keeping close to the side at the right. It is doubtful if Happy Bill could have seen them if he had
turned to look, for it was as dark as a pocket
in the place, and the only light was that which
came from the flickerir1ig candle he carried. Sudrlenly the light disappeared, and then Wild and
Charlie knew that he must have gone through
another doorway. The young deadshot quickly
reached the spot where he had last seen the light,
and then a draught of cold air · came upon his
face. As he looked downward he saw the candle
sputtering as though it was about to expire.
But in the faint light it made he saw another
flight of steps.
"Wait, Charlie," he whispered, as he drew back
and held fast to the scout's arm.
"Thunder!" came the reply. "What sort of a
place is. this, anyhow? There must be three
stories to it. There's a flight of stairs goui'
upstairs, an' now here's one goin' downstairs.
This must be ther cellar, Wild."
"Something like that, I guess, Charlie. Take
it easy. We are going down there to see what
that scoundrel is up to. He must have some
reason for going down those steps. If he isn't
afraid to ,go down there, we shouldn't be."
"Afraid! Well, I reckon not, Wild," and the
scout gave a low chuckle.
"Well, we have got to go in the dark, while he
had a candle to guide him. But come on. I
reckon we can feel our way."
The young deadshot entered the opening and
reached downward carefully with his foot until it
came to the first step. .Then he went slowly
downward. While the steps seemed to be rather
uneven, they had no dollbt at one time been
perfect, but had crumbled away through the
course of time. He went on down for probably
a dozen steps, and then there came a platform
with a turn that went sharp to the right. Wild
and the scout paused here, for they could see
now all there was to be seen below them. It
was a rough-looking cave they were peering into
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now, and at one side of it there was a stone dais,
upon which was an altar.
Everything was covered with dust, but as
Happy Bill paused before the altar, and held out
the candle, the two on the stairs could see that
the dais was nearly covered with human skulls.
The outlaw paused a moment, and then stepped
upon the dais, his feet striking the · grinning
skulls as h e did so. He chuckled audibly, while
Wild and Charlie watched expectantly. Placing
the candle in a niche that was close at hand,
Happy Bill lifted the flat stone that formed the
top of the altar, and carefully deposited it among
the skulls. Then he seized the candle and peered
'into an aperture that had been disclosed by the
villains.
"It's here yet," the two listeners heard him say,
exultantly. "If ther boys only knowed ther pile
of gold I've ,g ot hid here, they would want ter
divide right away. But they ain't goin' ter know
it. It's all rignt ter go ahead an' do business
by makin' hold-ups an' sich like. That's all right.
They kin have an equal share of that. But this
"here gold belongs ter me, 'cause I found it. There
ain't one of ther, gang as knows anything about
ther Death Cave, which I named this when I
foun'a it. It sartinly is a good name for it, 'cause
jest look at ther skulls layin' around this altar.
Back there in ther corner thern's a pile of bones
that would load a wagon, tbo. Looks as though
it might have been a place ter bury folks some
time or other. But I I ain't afraid of skulls an'
bones, an' that's why I found that there was a
lot of gold hid in this altar. I thought it was a
good time ter come down here an' take a look
around, 'cause ther boys is all on ther watch
for Young Wild West. It seems as though they
must have suspected something wrong, 'cause
they never showed up. Well, it's all right. While
they're watchin', I'll be playin' with my goJd."
Then the villain dove down with both hands,
after first resting the candle upon the edge of
the top of the dais. He chuckled gleefully, and as
Young Wild West and his partner saw him letting gold coins fall between his fingers, they
could not help but be deeply interested. He continued this for nearly ten minutes, and then
satisfied, he replaced the cover over the aperture,
and picking up the candle, stepped over the skulls
down upon the level, rocky floor of the chamber.
"Now, then," said he, "I reckon I'll go on up.
Maybe somethin' has happened by this time. I
can't help pavin' a vi sit here every few days. It
does me good. Why, there inust ·be as much as
ten thousand dollars right in that altar there.
Who put it there, I don't know, and I don't care,
either. It's mine now, an' that's all there is to
it. Some of these days when things git putty
warm for us, I'll gather up this pile of igold an'
light out. I hate ter part company with ther
gang, too, but if it I1appens that Young Wild
West gits after us, an' we don't have no chance
ter clean him out, it will be better for me ter
leave."
. Wild and Charlie were now hurriedly ascendmg the s~eps, for they knew the man was coming.
They walked softlr and succeeded in reaching
the top of the flight before the flicking light of
the candle told them that he had started to ascend. Out they went into the long chamber
and then hurriedly made their way to the doo;
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Then Wild soon related all about their tour
that had closed so suddenly. It opened readily,
and once outside into what might be called the of investigation.
"Oh, I must see the Death Cave," Arietta demain cave, for it really •was the cave of caves,
they decided to go outside and return to their clared, when he had finished. "Human skulls
companions. Wild considered that he ha d made and bones, and an altar that is hollow and contains a treasure in gold coins, eh? Well, I call
enough of a discovery for the present.
"Charlie," said he, as they reached the outlet that a wonderful discovery, Wild."
"That's right, Et. But it seems th_at Happy
of the underground place, "I re_c kon we have got
enough here to keep us interested for a day or Bill is the discoverer. , We only come in second
two. There is really no hurry about corraling hand."
"Well, that's all right. You don't mean to
the outlaws. Just think of it! Happy Bill disare
covered what he calls a death cave far under the let the outlaws iget away, and the chances
for
secret,
the
away
give
won't
Bill
Happy
that
th~t
1;1,ltar
an
is
th~re
cave
that
in
and
ground,
If
it.
holds
alone
he
that
say
him
heard
you
This
coms.
gold
w,!th
filled
partly
is hollow. and
the outlaws are· all taken care of, it will be for
is really wonderful, I think.
us to fall in for the treasure in the Death Cave."
"Well, I s'pose it is, WUd., but yer know that
"Yes, that's right, Et. But just keep your eyes
there was lots of gold buried around these parts open now, and see to it that Wing don't steal
in ther times when ther Spaniard was fightin' away and disappear. Charlie and I are going to
ther Aztecs. I don't know much about that, but look for Hop."
I've heard you say it yourself." .
There was little danger of Wing stealing away,
"That's r ight, Charlie. Bu.t it does seem queer
'Yith his
that we should come across such· things so often for at that very moment he was sittingWild
and
, back against a _ rock sound asleep.
in our travels."
their steps, and they had scarceretraced
Charlie
"Well, we travel all around, don't we? Who ly been lost to view when three stealthy forms
would st and a better chance of findin' sich queer appeared among the rocks above the spot where
things?"
Jim and the girls were waiting_ It was evident
"You're right a.gain, Charlie. Now then, let's that they had just come in sight of the par ty
get back and let the rest know of our discovery." when Wild and Charlie were abou t to leave, and
Knowing that there must surely be some of when they did leave they had started to creep
the outlaws on the watch, Wild and Charlie went along closer, so they might get a view of those
back as cautiously a s they had come. They found below. Sometimes a person will do the very th ing
Jim and the girls waiting just as they had left that another is desirous of having them do, and
them, but one of the Chi!lamen was not there. without knowing it. This seemed to be the case
As the reader ·might suppose, this was Hop Wah. with Arietta just then. Wild and Charlie had
Surprised at not seeing him, Wild looked at Jim not been gone more than two or three minutes
and said:
when she picked up her 1·ifie, which had been
"Where did H op go."
leaning against a rock, and turning. to Dart, sa id:
"That is something that has been puzzling u s
"Jim, I am going to climb to the top of the
all almost ever since you and Charlie left," Jim cliff back here, and see if I can get a view up that
retorted, shaking his head.
way. It may be that I might catch sight of Hop
·
"Do you think he followed a!ter us?"
before Wild a nd Charlie find him."
"It looks that way, though none of u s saw
"You had better be careful about going up
•
him go."
there, Arietta," the boy replied, shaking his head.
"Well, he surely must have followed you, Wild," "The chances are that some of the outlaws are
Arietta spoke up. "You know he has a way of l urking around somewhere. They all can't be in
doing such things, and once he heard you say their cave, that's sure. "They have been exp . ctthat you wouldn't find fault with him fo1; ac1.ing ing to see us come througlt the pass, ¥1-d having
that way, since he generally acted right, and failed in that,. most likely some of them are
sometimes came in very handy."
s.:outing around .· If they should happen to see
• "Well," and our hero shook his head, "if Hop you up there, it might give them a chance to
has been fooling ·around close t0- where we have creep upon us unobserved and give us a surprise."
been, the chances are he has ,g ot into trouble. I
"Well, I'll be very careful, Jin," the girl remay as well tell you all that we have been inside plied.
there
and
caves,
little
of
a big cave that is full
• The girl started along the steep bank tn'.il she
are three stories to it."
found a place where she would be a'vle to reach
looked
"What!" exclaimed Dart, while the girls
the top by pulling herself upward by the vines
as much surprised as he did .
and roots. Slinging her rifle over her shoulder
"That's right. Just this side of the end of the with the strap so she could use both hands, the
pass there is a big crack in the face of the cliff. girls went up with remarkable quickness. The
By entering· this you will ii.nd a passage leading three crouching· men at the top had heard the
to the left, and this rul).s into what seem to be sound of voices below, and they had caught just
the ruins of a large building that must have enough of what was being said to know that a
been erected in the time of the Aztecs. Of course girl was climbing up toward them. They lay
we didn't explore a ll the different apartments ve1·y still and waited. Presently Arietta appearthere are to it. But I reckon we were in the ed. She was {lushed with the exertion of climbstrangest par_t af the big underground -place, for ing to the top of the cliff, and as she unslung her
we were down into what Happy Bill, the outla w, rifle and stepped toward .a higher point among
calls the Death Cave. But I will tell you the the rocks, she suddenly came face to face with
whole thing briefly, because it is necessary for the three villains, who had risen to t heir feet.
A sharp cry left the girl's lips, and then she
us to go and look for Hop."
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endeavored to level her rifle at them. But one pot it commenced to boil furiously. Happy Bill
of them quickly knocked it from her hand, and looked at Jake, and asked what he had put into
the other two seized her instantly. A hand was the soup to make it boil so hard.
clapped over her mouth, and then the girl was
Jake denied having 'done anything to it. Hop
borne away through the bushes, one of the vil- in the meantime had backed behind a partition
he
before
rifle
her
up
lains being careful to pick
in the cave.
left the spot.
In a short while the other three members of
We will now turn our attention to Hop Wah. the band came into the cave and announced that
The Chinaman had been eager to accompany Young Wild West and his crowd had fooled them
Wild and Charlie when they went out to try and and had got through the pass. The leader showed
locate the outlaws, but he feared that he might hi s displeasure at this news, but now he apbe refused permission to go with them, so he proached the pot.
waited until they had gone, and then he' quietly
"This is. a fine mess Jake fixed up for us," he
slipped off into the bushes, as he did not wish
"I've a notion ter kick ther
to let Jim and the 'girls know that he intended declared,potangrily.
over."
to follow the two. It happened that the rest blamed
Hop gri~ned, and quickly produced a bi,g
were enough occupied at the time in talking about
the possibility of Wild and Charlie discovering cracker, which he had made himself. Just as he
the outlaws' cave to give Hop a good chance to was about to make preparations to throw the
get out of sight before he was missed. Having cracker into the fire, two of the men came over
been so long with the young dead shot ' and his and sat down directly before him. Of course
partners, the clever Chinee had learned much they did not see him, since there was a part. of
in the way of caution, and he was quite expe1·t ~he partition that intervened, but HQp felt that
1t was better for him to wait, since he did not
in woodcraft.
He brought all he knew of this into play as he want to be caught. He felt that he must bide
c1·ept away, for he was certain that Arietta would his time, so, with the cracker in his hand he recall him back in case she should happen to see mained very ouiet, hardly daring to breathe freehim. But he managed it all right, and once out ly. Happy Bill changed his mind about kicking
of sight, he started along in the direction Wild the pot over, and sudenly turning, he started to•
and the scout had taken. Wild and Char- ward the flight of stairs, saying as he did so:
"I'm goin' to see how my horse · is makin' out
lie were ascending to the top of the high ground
above the trail, Hop was 'not far from them. He ,✓ boys. By ther time I git back, maybe J akc an:
was just going to follow them up when he saw ther others will be in ter make a report. Take it
one of the outlaws appear suddenly from ¥hat easy an' let ther blamed old pot bile· I reckon
I'll make Jake eat some of that stuff when he
seemed to be the face of the rocky cliff.
back, jest ter show him that it ain't wise ter
Hop became very much interested then. Al- gits
play tricks on his pards."
ways eager to make a discovery that would be of
The three men nodded, and then Bill lighted a
benefit to Young Wild West, he determined to
investigate, and, if possible, find out where the candle and disappeared. To make matters worse
man came from. It happened that the fellow for H~p, the third one remaining there came up
Hop saw was the man who had kindled a fire alongside the other two, and he was hemmed in
somewhere in the cave, the smoke of which had completely. But he had thought it over and
attracted the attention of our hero and the scout. think_ing that Jim Dart would not be c;ught
The 1·est of the villains were outside at the time, nappmg, and that possibly Wild and Charlie had
lying in wait near the end of the pass. · This returned to thefr waiting companions by this
man went down the little slope, and as Hop time, he decided to wait until Bill came back, and
watched him he saw him join the others, who then he would take the risk of exploding the
.
were crouching behind the rocks. The clever cracker and overturning the pot.
Chinee gave a sati sfied nod, and then crept boldly
It was some little time before Happy Bill realong uptil he reached the identical spot the turned, and when he did so he seemed to be in a
· outlaw had come from.
better humor. As no more wood had been placed
"Now Jen," he muttered, "me allee samee velly u_pon the fire, the pot had ceased to boil by this
so
smartee Chinee. Me findee um outlaws' cave,
time, and when he saw it, the leader scowled.
be. Len me findee Misler Wild and Misler Char"They ain't got back yet, eh, boys?" Happy Bill
lie, and tellee allee 'boutee. Me allee light."
a sked.
Sure enough, he found the entrance, which was
"No," r eplied the man who was sitting so close
discovered a short time after by Wild and Char- to Hop that he mfght have touched him if he had
lie. Having found that there was a way to get reached a r ound with hi s hand.
into some place that was underground , Hop lost
"An' t hat blamed st uff ain't bilin" no more, I
no time in making his way inside.
see."
holdthe
discovered
had
he
that
Hop r ealized
"Wha t's ther use of lettin' it bile? It ain't fit
out of the outlaws. What took his notice was
eat, •: or.ie of the others spoke up. "What was
te:r
outthe
of
None
fire.
a
over
a big pot boiling
thmkm' about, anyhow, puttin' all that stuff
fake
to
advanced
Hop
so
found,
be
l~ws appeared to
1n?"
boiling.
was
that
soup
the pot and saw it was
"Looks as though he might have been trying ter
Hop determined to play a joke on the -villains, so
he pitched in some tobacco into the pot, also make a pot-pie," the first speaker suggested as
.various other ingredients he had in ~his blouse he arose to his feet and picked up the wodden
pockets. Then he put some powder in it to make spoon. "Let's see what's in ther pot, anyhow."
it boil over. Just as he did so Happy and Jake
He dove in, and as luck would have it, he fished
came into the cave. As they advanced toward the out one of the socks Hop had tossed into the pot.
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"Is that so?" and the young deadshot quickly
turned to the scout. "We had better go and look
' for them, Charlie," he added. "Come on. We
have got time enough to pay a visit to the cave.
We can do that almost any time, unless Hop has
given them warning, so they will be on the watch
for us."
"Ley no see me, Misler Wild;" the Chinaman
declared. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me havee
plenty fun in um cave. Upsettee um bigee pot
of soupee."
They had no time to question him fully before
they reached the spot where Jim was waiting with
·
Anna and Eloise and the sleeping Wing.
"Where is Arietta?" Wild asked, when he
found she was not . among them.
"She went to the top of the cliff to take a look
around," Jim answereq, looking somewhat surprised when he saw how earnest the young deadshot appeared to be.
"Is that so? Well, Hop says that three of
the outlaws came over this way looking for us.
From what he says, they must know of our presence here."
"Can it be that they have caught Arietta and
•
carried her off?" Anna asked, in alarm. "How long has she been gone?" the young deadshot asked, uneasily.
"Not more than five or six minutes. She
climbed up right after you and Charlie left," Jim
answered, quickly.
"Well, I reckon I will go and look for her,
then."
Jwi pointed the way Arietta had gone when
she made the ascent, and Wild was not long in
climbing upward. Seeing nothing of the girl
anywhere, he became more alarmed than ever,
and began making a hurried search. It was not
long before he came to the spot where the struggle had taken place, and as the ground happened
to be soft enough to show the foot-prints, it was
CHAPTER V.-Wild in Search of Arietta.
easy for him to 1guess what had happened. He
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were quickly made his way to the edge of the cliff,
barely half way to' the entrance of the outlaws: - and then he called out, softly :
"Come up here, Charlie, and fetch Hop with
cave when a smothered report rang out.
"Great gimlets! What's that, Wild?" the scout you."
"Didn't you see anything of her, Wild?" Jim
asked, as he turned to our hero il\ surprise.
"Can't you guess, Charlie?" was the cool re- asked nervously.
"No; the truth of the matter is, Jim, that the
tort. "I reckon Hop is around somewhere. It
men Hop spoke of have caught her and abducted
seunds to me as though that report came from
her. I suppose by this time s-!ie is well on the
•
the cave."
•"Thunder! That's right. What a fool I was way to the outlaws' cave."
Jim Dar t turned pale at this, for he seemed to
not ter think of that right away. I'll bet all I'm
worth that ther heathen has 1got into that cave, think he was responsible for what had happened
Cheyenne Charlie paused long
an' has played a trick on ther siieakin' coyotes. to Arietta.
enough. to reassure Anna and Eloise that tlrny
Come on. Let's see about it."
They now started forward at a run, regardless would soon find her, and then he began climbing
of the fact 'that they might be seen in case any to the top of the cliff. Hop was right after him,
of the outlaws were outside. Just as they near- and when . the scout ·reached the comparatively
ed the cave's entrance Hop came running out, level ground· above, he was not far behind him.
as though for his life. But the moment he saw Then Wild showed them where the struggle had
the two, he waved his hands and began aancing taken place.
"Now then, I suppose we have got to get inside
in the fashion of a delighted schoolboy.
"What have you been doing, Hop?" Wild asked, that big cave again. Come on; there is no use
speaking in a tone of • voice that could not be wasting any time."
The SCl)ut gave a nod and gripped the revolver
heard very far.
"Me allee samee makee big<ee blowee uppee, he held in his hand to show that he was ready
Misler Wild," was the reply. "Pletty soonee um for business. It was easy for them to · fo)low the
outlaws comee outtee. But you better go back to direction the three outlaws had taken when they
Misler Jim and um girls. Thlee outlaws allee carried Arietta away. They went by the nearest
way to get to the cave, of course, and by hurrysamee go sneakee alound lere.".
"Wow!" he exclaimed. "Look at that! I reckon
Jake must have intended ter pizen us."
Hop could hardly suppress a laugh, when he
saw how amazed the villains were.
"I'll fix him for that, an' don't yer forgi t it!"
Happy Bill exclaimed, his eyes fl.ashing angrily.
"No one else could have put them things in that
·
pot but him."
"Unless it was Young Wild West, or one of his
pards," suggested one of them, soberly.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Happy Bill, his face
turning pale. "I .never thought of that. Do yer
s'pose they could ha-ve found their way in here,
an' have played this trick on us?"
"Might be," ventured the man who ·had fished
out the sock.
Hop was enjoying the situation thoroughly
now. He was waiting for the villians to get
away from the fire-place, so he might have a good
chance to make his escape when he tossed the
cracker 'into the smoldering fire. They kept
talking, and the more they did so the more they
seemed to believe that Young Wild West and his
partners were responsible for the frick that had
been played. When five minutes had elapsed Hop
got the chance he was waiting for. The four
outlaws were gathered close to the pot·now, and
one of them was fishing out the contents with the
big wooden spoon. The clever Chinee suddenly
reached out with his hand and tossed the big
cracker into the coals. There was a sharp hiss,
and then-Bang! Over went the pot, the contents falling
upon the villains. They _screamed wildly ~ ith
pain and fear. Hop leaped from his place of concealment and made for the exit of the underground place.
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in,g along and doing their best to conceal themselves from observation in case any of the villains were on the watch, the three soon neared
the spot. All was still there, and now prepared
to rush in to be met by a volley of shots, om·
hero · brought all his caution into play.
"How about· getting in by some other way,
Charlie?" he said, in a whisper.
"Well, ther only way I know of is by that hole
where ther smoke was comin' through," was the
reply.
"Well, I hardly think that would be a good
way. But if it comes to the worst, we will have
t0 try it. I think, however, that I will take the
risk . of creeping in there. You and Hop can
wait out here for a reasonable length of time,
and then if you hear nothing, you can follow. · In
the meantime, Hop can tell you what he did while
he was in the cave. He started to tell us, but
we haven't had time to listen. All I know is that
he exploded a cracker and upset a pot of soup,
or something of the kind."
Bent upon rescuing his sweetheart as soori. as ·
possible, the dashing yourtg deadshot began creeping toward the entrance of the cavernous place.
It was not more than twenty feet from the spot
where they had halted, and holding a . gun ready
for instant use, he worked his way noiselessly
along until he reached it. Then he paused and
listened. Not a sound reached his ea1·s, and becoming a little bolder, he crept in.s ide· and was
soon in the dark passage. It was just then that
he heard a footfall. A man was approachin,g,
and walking stealthily, at that. It was not many
seconds that he had to wait, and then a man ·
paused within three feet of .him.
The villain's face was turned toward the opening where the light came in. Wild did not wait
an instant now. He slowly arose until his right
foot was upon the ground. Then he made a sudden leap and caught the outlaw by the throat
with both hands. He shut to so tightly that the
fellow had no chance to utter anything more than
a gurgling gasp, and down upon,, his back he
went, the boys on top.
"Now then, you sneaking coyote!" our hero exclaimed, in a whisper, as he removed his right
hand and held the man to the ground, "you make
one little sound or try to ,get away from me, and
I will put a bullet-hole through your brain. It
is Young Wild West who has got you now, so
you had better 1give in right away."
The outlaw had started to ·struggle, but the
moment the words reached his ears he became
suddenly still. Wild knew he had him, so he
laid his revolver upon the ground, and then holding him just tightly enough to permit him to
breathe, he felt over his body and quickly relieved him of his weapons. This done, he gave
an --e~tra clutch upon his throat to show that he
meant business, and then ordered him to hold
out his hands. Gasping as though he was being
choked to death, the outlaw obeyed. Wild now
sat upon him with h~ knees, and removing his
hand from the villain's neck, he proceeded to
bind his wrists together with a piece of rope he
had in his pocket.
"Just make one little sound and it will be.
the last of you," he said, threateningly.
"Don't kill me," came the whispered reply')
"I will, if you don't do as I say."
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But the boy had finished his task now, and
picking up his revolvers, he arose to his feet and
then pulled the man 1UJ after him. Then without a word he forced him along ahead of him,
and soon reached the outside. Straight t o Charlie . and Hoo he went with his prisoner.
"Here's one of them, Charlie," he said, with- a
smile. "I reckon he came out to stand watch,
but he was a little too late, :for I got inside before he appeared. It was easy to catch him." _
"Don't kill me!" cried the outlaw, whose face
was very pale novi. "I ain't done nothin' ter ani
of you fellers. It was Happy Bill what wanted
ter git yer. It wasn't me."
"Shet up!" the scout exclaimed, angrily. "You
say another word and I will let a streak of daylight through yer."
"Never mind, Charlie," sai"d Wild, coolly. "I
want to ask him a question or two. Then you
can take him over'" and let Jim take care of him.
You and Hop can come back again, then, and if
you find ·everything quiet here, you can creep
into ' the cave. I will be in there, somewhere;
The chance3 arc the rest of them are inside, and
they won't think there is any chance of us getting in here, since this man is supposed to be on
guard."
"Right yer are, Wild," and so saying, the scout
took the prisoner by the collar of his shirt and
started along the trail with him.
Hop did not attempt to follow him, and when
Wild saw his pleading look he guessed that he
wanted to accompany him.
"Well, Hop, you can come along with me, then,"
he said, with a faint smile. "I kn.ow what . you
··
want,"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Misler Charlie takee
um outlaw to Misler Jim allee light. Me go with
you, so be .. "
"All right, .then. Come on. You can come
back as soon as you like, Charlie,"
The scout gave a nod, and then looked at Hop
as though he thought he was a little too fresh,
but said nothing and proceeded on with his prisoner. Our · hero and the clever Chinee - went
stra1ght to the entrance. They walked in boldly
now, for Wild was quite sure that there was no
danger of being met by any one else just then.
The two doors were closed, and as Wild had not
seen them open, he thought there was but one
way to get in to the underground place. But
.
Hop quickly told him differently.
"Lis way, Misler Wild," he said, in a low whis·
per. "Um door light here."
"ls that so?" and the boy looked surprised.
"Well, come to think of it, that is the direction
that fellow came from. I wondered how he got
so far to the right of me. I am glad you came
with me."
Hop knew the way perfectly well, since he had
been in and out of the place, though when he
came out it was in a great hurry. He felt alon3
in the ' darkness, and soon found the doors. A.
gentle push caused one of them to yield, and ha
forced it open and then stepped boldly inside.
Wild followed him, and finding that the doO!
stood open, he put it in a position so it would
remain that 'w ay. Hop gave a nod when _he
saw this, and then pointing to the farther end of
the passage, where it was quite light, l)e whispered:
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"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply, and
"Um outlaws allee samee back lere, Misler
then extinguishing the candle, Young Wild West
Wild. Ley go~ee velly nicee place."
The boy igave a nod, and then st arted boldly started softly to descend the stairs.
As he moved downward the boy listened, hoping
ahead. Neither of them made a sound that could
be heard ten feet from them, and it was not he might hear the voice of Arietta. His hope
long before both were peering into the part of was quickly realized, but just as he 1·eached the
the big cavern that was occupied a s a head- place where the stairs took a sharp turn, a shriek
quarters by the outlaw gang. Only four of the rang out, and then came the call for lielp:
villains were there, and they seemed to be de"Wild, Wild! Save me!"
cidedly indisposed. Two of the outlaws were
missing, and one of them was Happy Bill. Wild
drew back a little, pulling the Chinaman with
him. Then he placed his mouth close to his ear
CHAPTER VI.-Arietta In the Death Cave.
and said, in a whisper:
Arietta was as much angered as she was
"Hop, .you said three of them sneaked over to
where Jim and the gil'ls were waiting, didn't frightened when she found herself being borne
away by the three outlaws. She blamed herself
you?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me velly sure of lat. for having taken the notion to ascend to the top
of the cliff, and while she was being borne along
We see um thlee outlaws go outtee."
"Well, that being the case, they must have in the direction of the outlaws' cave she did a lot
returned, for there are four of them here now, of thinking. The villains had taken the precauand the one Charlie has got makes five. That tion to bind her arms to her sides, and with a
means that only two are missing. It must be handkerchief tied over her mouth, the girl had no
that Happy Bill and one of the other"s have got chance to scream for help. In this wa,y she was
Arietta somewhere. The thing to do now is to carried along until suddenly she found herself in
find out where she is."
darkness. The handkerchief, which was a large
"Maybe ley go down um stairs, so be, Misler one, partly covered her eyes, and she had been
unable to see just when the mouth of the cave
Wild."
was reached.
"Ah, you know of the stairs, then, eh?"
"Yes, me see Happy Bill go down um stairs, ·
But she knew when it grew very dark that
and pletty soonee he comee backee. Len me she was inside of the underiground pla\!e, and
makee um fireclacker go ban,g, and upsettee um becoming desperate, she made a struggle Ito free
herself. Jake had bossed the job all through,
pot."
It occurred to the boy that the Chinaman was and the two men with him were carrying the
right in thinking that probably Arietta had been girl. He laughed lightly when he saw her strugtaken down the stone steps. But there was no g~~
.
possibility of reaching the steps without being
"There ain't no use, miss. We've got yer hard
an'
fast,
an'
you're
igoin'
straight
into
ther
cave.
discovered by the four men in the cave. However, Wild knew of another way to get down, as I reckon I'll recommend ter have yer put in ther
Death Cave, which is as fine a place as yer ever
the reader is aware.
"This way, Hop," he said, after he had thought seen. Happy Bill an' me has had a little row
over somethin' I didn't do, but maybe he'll be
it over a little.
Then our hero turned ahd went through the glad ter make uo with me an' believe what I say,
passage, and was not long in reaching the cave when he sees that I've brought you here. Take
it easy, miss. Maybe, if you behave yourself,
below.
"Light a candle, Hop," he whispered to his you won't be hurt a bit."
companion.
Arietta could not answer, of course. There
Hop quickly obeyed. Then, taking it from him, had been no one on the watch, and as the three
Wild hurried to the -apartment from which the men made conside1·able noise in returning, they
second flight of steps led downward to the Death were met soon after they passed through the big
Cave. Somehow, it occurred to him that this was doorway. Happy Bill was amazed when he saw
the place where Happy had taken Arietta. He the 1girls in the arms of the two villains, and
knew of no other place that would be so secure Jake st anding before him in triumph.
as this one, and the thought that his brave sweet"Well, Bill," the latter said, coolly, "I reckon
heart was to be placed down there among the we made out putty well. Here's ther result of
gruesome skulls and bones sobered him not a lit- our gain' out. Ther boys will tell yer that I
tle. But he was ready to go through anything bossed ther job. This is Young Wild West's gal,
now, and finding the stone door open, he stepped I reckon. I present her to yer with my compliboldly inside and a pproached the head of the ments. But afore you take charge of her, I want
stone stairway. Pausing, he listened, and when mE: an' you to have an understandin'. It wasn't
he heard the sounds of voices below, he knew that me what put ther fl.our an' others things in that
he was right in his conjecture.
pot, an' I won't be satisfied till you tell me that
"Now, then, Hop," he said·, in a whisper to his you think I'm tellin' ther truth when I say it."
companion, "I want you to keep cool and don' t
"Well, Jake, I've sorter thought it over, an'
--nake the least sound. Happy Bill and one of I've come to ther conclusion that it might have
his companions have taken Arietta down into been Young Wild West or one of his gang what
what they call the Death Cave. We are going played a trick on us," the leader admitted.
there, and we are going to give the two scoundrels
"That's what we all think," one of. the others
·
a sui·prise. If they offer to put up a fight, I mean spoke up.
"Well, that sounds a little bit more reasonable.
to shoot them, for I think they have gone over
the limit now, and I will not spare them."
There ain't one of yer here but what knows me
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well enough ter feel sure that I wouldn't do no the wire he had in a coil with him to the dangersich dirty trick as that. Ther idea of me puttin' ous explosive. Both seemed to understand just
a lot of trash in a pot of victuals that I expected how to do this, and no doubt they had worked
ter eat myself. I don't see how you could have in mines at some time where dynamite was used
been fool enou~h ter think anything like that, to break away the rock. In a very few minutes
the wire was attached, and then Happy Bill led
Happy Bill." ·
"Well, yer can't blame me for thinkin' it. You it over to the stone stairway, and up to the
was ther only one here. You was ther cook, first turn, where he had left the battery lying on
a shelving piece of rock. He quickly attached
wasn't yer?" was the retort.
"Yes but jest as I said, didn't I expect ter eat the wire, and then nodding to those below, he
said:
some. di ther grub myself?"
· "Now, then, boys, if I was ter press this little
"Well, I s'pose yer did."
"Well, then, that settles it. We have got ter button that stuff would go off ~o quick you
blame it ter Young Wild West, an' that means wouldn't h·a rdly see a fl.ash. You an' ther gal
that we ain't very safe in here, 'cause if he's would be blown ter pieces, an' most likely ther
been in here, why we've got ter be on the lookout whole blamed cave would tumble down. But I
ain't goin' ter do nothin' like that, boys, 'cause
for danger."
"I know that well enough, Jake. But to pre- most likely I'd git it myself. What I want ter
pare for anything like danger, which is most do a little later on is ter hitch another piece
likely ter happen, I s'pose, I reckon we'll take of wire to this, and take ter battery on up an'
that gal right down into ther Death Cave an' keep out of ther cave. Then if any one comes after
her there. Then, maybe, we kin manage ter send us an' gits in here, all's we'll have ter do is ter
a message ter Young Wild West an' tell him that touch ther button an' away they'll go!"
He laughed heartily as he said this, and came
unless h~ makes a bargain ter let us alone, we'll
kill ther gal. Jest ter make it a litt~e interest- on down.
in' I'm goin' ter take down a few sticks of dy"Well, here's ther ,g al. What are yer goin'
narite, an' that electric battery we've got here, ter do with her, Bill?" Jake asked, rather coolly1
so if it comes to ther worst, we kin blow up ther as the leader stopped before Arietta and lookell
Death Cave an' everything else that wants ter at her as though he was sizing her up carefully.
go with it. I've long had that thing- in mind, as
"Well, you got her, an' I believe yer said she
you fellers know. ~hen I got _hold of ther dy- was for me, didn't yer?"
namite an' ther electric battery, 1t struck me that
"That's what I said."
some time we might be putty hard pressed, an'
"All right, then. You fellers go on up ag'in.
if it came to ther worst, we could blow up ther an' see to it that some one goes out ter keep
cave, especially if we could (?Illy g_it a ~anig i:n watch on ther entrance."
here lookin' for us, so they would git their mediThey nodded in the affir mative, and quickly left
cine. Now, then, if you're satisf'.ied to do what I the Death Cave.
say jest take ther gal down mto ther Death
"Now, then, Jake, me an' you is alone with
Ca~e. I'll f etch along ther dynamite an' ther ther gal," said the leader, smiling in a peculiar
sort of way. "I don't think yer meant it when
electric battery."
The two men who had borne her all the way yer said you was goin' ter give ther gal ter me.
for
enough
from the top of the cliff waited long
'cause I've got a notion in my hear that you have
Jake to get a lantern, and then they al~ went got a grudge ag'in me, an' that you have got
they
down the stair way and passed along until
somethin' up your sleeve."
came to the chamber below. From this they
"Well, stop thinkin' that way, then, Bill. I
descended the second stairs, and soon reached reckon me an' you has always got along putty
what they called the Death Cave.
good, an' there ain't no reason why we can't
"Now1 then gal," said Jake, a s he showed the git along good now. Here's ther gal. You said
girl the muzzie of his revolver, "if you da re open she would come in handy ter keep Young Wild
your mouth above a whi sper , I'll shoot. I'm a West from gittin' ther best of us. I'm sartin
desperate man. I don't mind telli!1' yer that I've that ther kid, or some one belongin' to his gang,
got it in my head ter be bo_ss of this gang . . These was in here, an' fooled with that pot; an' that,.
two pards with me has said they would stick ter being the case, it means that we're likely ter
me 'cause thev don't like ther way Bill used me have trouble at any time now. But there's one
a little while ago. Ain't that right, boys?"
thing putty sure, .none of 'em don't know nothin'
"That's right," came the reply.
about this place, with its skulls an' bones an'
Just then footsteps were heard coming down altar, an' sich stuff."
the stairs and then Happy Bill appeared, walk"An' dynamite an' electric battery," added Bill,
ing caref-l;lly and carrying something in his arms. nodding his head and g rinning broadly,
"What did yer come down so fast for, Jake?" · "Oh, pshaw I That a in't botherin' me any. I
he called out, rather angrily. "I didn't have no know blamed well that you won't touch that butlight. S'pose I'd slipped an' fell down? These ton ter blow up ther place, 'cause if you do yoa
here sticks of dynamite would have went off would die about as quick as I would. You can't ·
quicker than lightnin', an' then I r eckon you frighten me like that, Bill. Don't try ter do it.
But let's git down ter business."
would have been buried alive here."
"What business do yer want ter git down ter?"
"Well, never mind, Bill, so long as yer didn't
stumble an' fall. But be mighty careful. Here, asked the leader.
"Ther igal."
jest set them things on top of this altar."
"Well, didn't yer say she was fo1· , e ter
The leader carefully deposited half a dozen
sticks of dynamite upon the altar, and then he marry?"
"Yes, I did say that. Bu: I was jest thinki?t1
called one of the others to assist him in attaching
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that maybe she might have some choice in ther and I hope he will keep his promise not to harm
matter. I'm a putt y bad galoot, Bill, but I ain't a hair . of my head."
As she said this Arietta reached out and touchbad enough t er force a wo man t o do a nything
ag'in het will. I will say, though, that one of ed Jake on the arm.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laugli.ed the villain, softly. "Now
U$ has got ter have ther gal, so let's let her
yer see, Bill. I reckon ther gal knows what's
choose which one it is."
As he said this Jake reached over and tore what. She feel s that she kin depend on me, an'
the handkerchief from Arietta's mouth. Inst ea d you kin bet your life she kin, too. I'm •goin' ter
of screaming, which almost any one placed in her do my best t er win her, an' when I've done it, I'll
predicament would have done at that moment, she take her somewhere t er a preacher, an' we'll be
looked scornfully at them and sa id, in a low tone made man a n' wife."
"Yer think so!" the lpade1· exclaimed, angrily.
of voice:
"Well, let me tell yer somethin'. You ain't never
"If you're going t o leave it to· me to choose
git out of ther Death Cave alive, Jake."
between you, I will say that I will not choose goin' ter
As the words escaped his lips his revolver was
either of you, You are bot h scoundrels fit to be turned
straight toward the man addressed. But
hanged, and if you know when you are well off,
pretty quick, and seizing Arietta, he
you will r elease me inst antly. I prnmise you J a ke was
front of him and called out:
that as sure as the sun is shining out side of this pulled herifinyer
dare. Ther bullet will have ter
"Shpot
dark cave, that Young Wild West will get you.
It won't be very long before he does, either. He go through ther gal first."
The conversation had not been carried on in
has been in the cave here, and knows all about
it, and even no w he is planning to take you all very loud tones, even though both men were analive. If he had wa nted to dispose of you he gry at times. Thoroughly frightened now, and
could have easily shot you long before this, fo r , fearing that the villainous leader of the outlaws
with Cheyenne Ch2rlie t o help him, that would might fire, Arietta gave a sharp scream. Then
it was that she called out for Wild to save her.
\
have been ~asy." ·
"Come, never mind about this kind- of talk, Much to her joy her appeal was ini;;tantly anmiss," J ake spo ke up, sharply. "Let's git down swered, for Young Wild West came bounding
ter business. You hea rd what we was talkin' down the stone steps, a revolver in either hand.
about , an' you know that's dynamite up here.
If Young vYi)tl West was ter come runnin' down
here at this minute, you don't think he would be
CHAPTER VIL-Charlie Puzzled.
able ter take yer fro mus, do yer? Why, if he
done that, afore we would let him have yer, we
Cheyenne Charlie was not long in taking the
would kill yer."
"I am not afraid of either of you killing me," captured outlaw to where Jim and the girls were
'I in waiting. When they saw him coming with
the girl answered, her eyes flashing.
She was gaining more courage every instant the man, Dart and his companions were not a
now, and she r eally felt that she would soon be little surprised, though they really had expected
something was going to happen before very long.
able to get the best of them.
"Here's one of 'em for you ter take care of,
"Gal," said the leader, as he reached over and
touched her on the shoulder, "if you choose me ter Jim," the scout said, hurriedly, as he let go his
look after yer, I'll make yer one of t.her richest hold upon the villain. "Just see to it that he
wives what ever lived. I know where there's can't git away. Wild an' Hop has gone into
more money than me an' you could spend ther ther cave, an' I'm goin' ter foller 'em."
The scout then hurriedly made his way ' back
rest of our lives. No one knows where it is but
me, too. Now, then, what are yer goin' ter do and soon reached the entrance of the cave again.
He listened for a full minute before venturing
about it? Which of us a r e yer goin' ter have?"
inside, for he was not ' so sure that there was
"Neither," came the quick reply.
As the girl said this she peered anxiously to- not some one there watching to attack him. But
ward the stairway. No doubt she thonght that this proved to be not the case, for as he went
Wild must be somewhere close at hand, and by in and saw the door wide open, which Wild had
keeping up a conversation with the villains, she taken pains1to leave that way especially for his
benefit, he shrugged his shoulders and muttered:
would be gaining time.
"Well, this is another way ter git inside, I
"You needn't look up there, gal," Jake spoke
up, with. a harsh laugh. "If any one comes down reckon. I wonder where that door goes to? Ther
them stone stairs it will be some of our gang." other way we had ter go down hill a little, but
this seems ter be right on a level. Well, I reckon
"Untie my hands!" said the girl, quickly.
"I won't bother ter untie 'em, I'll jest cut ther I'll go inside, anyhow."
Having settled upon what to do, he stepped
rope," Jake answered, and he quickly did so.
The girl had been sitting upon a block of softly forward and soon was inside the big chamsto:o.e, and she now arose and made a move to ber. As he walked along and peered from bepass them. But this they would not permit "hind one of the tumbling partitions he caught a
her to do. Both caught hold of her quickly and glimpse of two men who were sitting close together near the remains of a fire. The scout
forced her back.
"None of that; gal!" exclaimed Happy Bill, sized them up and soon came to the conclusion
threateningly. "You ain't" goin' ter leave ther that there was something the matter with them.
Death Cave till you have picked ther man you The scout 1grinned when he saw the outlaws.
"I reckon I'll sorter surprise you two galoots,•
want ter take care of yer. Now, then, 111 give
he thought, as he gripped the butt of his reyou five minutes ter do that."
"Well, if I must choose, I will take this man, volver and nodded toward them. "I'll jest sneak
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up an' make 'em understand that I'm ther boss
of this here cave."
It was quite easy for .him to creep forward
unobserved, for it is quite likely the two outlaws
thought the entrance was sufficiently guarded to
prevent any one coming in, so they sat there
talking in low tones and nursing the burns they
had received. One of them had his arm bared
to the shoulder, and as Charlie drew a little
nearer he could see that it was very red, and
that the skin seemed to be peeling off. He paused then and looked around until he had taken in
everything that was to be seen in the big cave.
He noticed the door at one corner, and could
even see the stairway, since there was enough
light admitted through the opening at the C1ther
side for the purpose. Satisfied that the rest had
gone to some other part of th~ big caver~, ~e
again crept forward. Not until he was w1thm
six feet of the unsuspecting pair did he halt. Just
then one of the outlaws looked at the other and
said:
"I wonder how this business is comin' out,
anyhow? It seems miighty strange that any of
Young Wild West's gang could git in here an'
spile that big pot of grub like that. Jest think
of it! Them was my old socks what was found
in ther pot. A fine mess ter eat it would have
been, wouldn't it?"
"I should say so," the other answered, as he ·
poured some oil on his burned arm. "I s'pose
if they hadn't gone an' put that flc;iur an' other
stuff in ther pot, we would have ate ther grub
up, an' not knowed ther difference until we struck
ther old socks."
"Well, we wouldn't hardly have done that,
'cause ther blamed thing blowed up. That's another thing what puzzles me."
But Hop had related enough of what had happened to make Charlie understand the case, so
it is needless to say that he was very much amused. He felt like listening to the two men, so
he hesitated about giving them the surprise he
had in store for them.
""Vhat do yer s'pose Jake is up ter, anyhow?" •
one of them ventured, after a pause. "He's gone
an' brought one of them gals here, an' they've
took her down in ther Death Cave. Jake means
ter ,git ther best of Happy Bill, I reckon. What
do you think about it, pard ?"
"Well, I don't know as I care who bosses ther
business here. Jake is jest as good ter me as
Bill is," was the reply.
"Jest hold this rag, will yer?" the other ventured, as he made a grimace which told of the
.
pajn the burn caused him.
Ch!lrlie thought it about time to act, and as
the second outlaw started to bind a rag about
the other's burned arm, he arose and stepped
softly before them.
"One little word from yer an' you'll both die I"
he exclaimed, in a low tone of voice. "I mean
business. 'Hold up your hands, you sneakin'
coyotes!"
The two outlaws were astounded. Up went
_
their hands in a jiffy.
"I reckon that neither Happy Bill nor Jake
is goin' ter be boss of this here place," Charlie
went on to say, a grim smile showing on his
face. "I'm ther boss right here jest now, but I
reckon Young Wild West is ther boss of ther
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whole shootin' match. Do you galoots mean ter
surrender an' have your hands tied, or are you
goin' ter put un a fight?"
"Don't shoot !" cried one of them, speaking a
li t tle louder than Charlie cared to have him do.
"I'll surrender."
"Shet up your trap!" came the command, while
Charlie's eyes flashed dangerously. "You talk
as loud as that ag'in, an' I'll put a bullet through
yer."
At this very moment the sound of footstep <;
were heard ascending the stairs. Charlie ,gave
a violent start. He knew he had to act quickly
r.ow, so stepping closer to the men, he drew
his other gun, and then whispered:
"You set right down there, an' if you say one
word ter them what comes in that I'm here, you'll
die afore yer know it. You· kin talk ter 'em as much as you like, but don't you let 'em know that
I'm here."
Then, as guick as a flash, he darted behind a
jutting piece of the rocky wall, and crouched out
of sight. He was not an instant too soon, for up
came the two men Happy Bill and Jake had sent
from the Death Cave, so they might settle the
question as to who was to take charge of Arietta.
As the two newcomers arrived, those sitting upon
the floor sat motionless.
"What's ther matter with you two galoots?''
one of them demanded, as he walked over and
squatted near them, while the other stood with
his arms folded.
"We got burned putty bad," one of them ventured, and then he shot an uneasy glance over
his shoulder in the direction of the place where
Charlie was concealed.
"You act as t,liough you're mighty scared about
somethin' ," the questioner ventured to say.
"Well, it ain't very nice ter git · burned when
a blamed pot. of grub an' other stuff blows up
an' scalds yer," was the retort.
"I know it ain't. I ,got a little of it myself.
But that don't say that I've got ter set down
an' mope about it an' act like a fool, too."
l'Well, if you was in ther same fix that we
are, you might set down an' be mighty quiet,
and don't yer forgit it," the other outlaw observed, and then he looked over his shoulder.
"See here," demanded the man who was standing up, and w9,o had noticed the glances they cast
behind them, "is there anything wrong? You act
as though you're afraid of somethin' behind yer."
"There ain't nothin' wrong," declared the first
one who had spoken, "only we've got putty well
scalded, that's all."
"Well, it seems ter me there is somethin' wron,g,"
and then the speaker moved around behind them,
and began Jooking as though he expected to find
some one lurking there.
At this the two men suddenly leaped to their
feet and made a break for the stairway. They
succeeded in reaching the stairs just as Charlie
was discovered by the fellow who was Jooking
that way. But the scout was ready for business.
He quickly thrust a revolver in the outlaw's face
and exclaimed:
"Hold up your hands!"
The other, however, realized that a great
dan,ger threatened him, and he turned and made
a bolt for the stairway, too. Charlie could easily
have shot him if he had turned tlie revolver from
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and realizing that it had come, he dropped quickly
and went rolling into the hole after the leader.
"Come. on, Et," said ou,r hero. "I reckon we
had better get out of here."
The girl did not need to be told a second time.
She started for the stairway, and Wild backed
slowly after her. When he reached the foot of
the steps Wild nodded to his sweetheart and said,
in a whisper:
"Et, there is a pile of gold in that altar there.
I hardly feel like going awa_y until we get it. The
two scoundrels are qown 111 a hole somewhere,
and I hardly think they can get a shot at us. You
stay right here, and I will get your gun for you.
I sea it lying there on the ground."
Then the boy moved around slightly to the left
and made his way cautiously along until he
reached the spot where Arietta's revolver lay. He
quickly possessed himself of it, and then finding
that he had a good chance to get around to the
hole without being observed, he crept along until
he nearly reached it.
"Well, are you fellows coming out?" he called
out, at the same time keeping his revolver pointed downward.
"Not until you're dead, Young Wild West,n
came the reply in Happy Bill's voice. "Maybe you
haven't noticed it, but there's dynamite on ton of
that altar there, an' I've got my finger on a but-ton that will set it off in a jiffy. If you don't
git out of here in a hurry, I'll blow ther whole
blamed cave up, even if I die with yer."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed our hero, but his face
blanched when he saw that there were some ·
sticks of what seemed to be dynamite upon the
altar.
"Go ahead and blow up the cave, you scoundrel.
I defy you!"
"All ri~ht; I'll give yer jest five minutes ter
git out of hf're," came the reply.
"And I will give you just five minutes to come
out of that hole, or I'll begin shooting at you. I
defy you and all your gang. I reckon I am ·master
of the situation now. We have got the rest of
your men, and you two will either surrender or
CHAP1.'ER VIIL-How Wild Defied the Outlaws. die."
As he said this Wild beckoned to Arietta, and
As he was ready to dash down the stairs to the
came softly to hlm.
rescue of Arietta, Wild ordered Hop to go on up she"You
stay right here, and keep a watch on that
and wait -for Charlie.
hole," he said, in a whisper. "Don't hesitate to
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta cried, delightedly, "I knew shoot the instant one of them shows himself. ·
you v-•ould come in time."
We can't afford to take any risk now, and since
Jake had thrown-up liis hands at the first sight there is small chance of getting them alive, we
of the young deadshot, but Happy Bill had moved may as well get them dead. It is all in our line
behind a piece of rocky wall and was partly hid- , of business, .anyhow, Et. We are outlaw hunters
den from view.
scmetimes, and this is one of the occasions when
"Stay out here!" our hero exclaimed, in a we are right in line in that business."
commanding voice. "If you don't I will drop you
The girl nodded, and knelt before the black
dead in your tracks."
hole. Then Wila coolly- walked to the altar and
But Happy Bill knew more about the Death made an examination o1 what lay upon it. They
Cave than anv one else. There was a hole right were dynamite sticks, he c?uld tell at a glance,
back to where he was standing, and ~after think- and when he saw that a wire was leading from
ing quickly, he decided- that it would be much them, he did not grow the least bit excited. But
better to be alive in the hole than to be out where it did not lead toward the hole, that was certain.
he now was.
The first thing he did was to draw his hunting"You'll never take me, Young Wild West!" he knife and cut the wire. Then he carefully lifted
cried, and then as quick as a. flash he dropped the explosive sticks from the top of the slab and
from view and rolled back into the opening. This laid them g-ently upon the floor among the grinmove was entirely unexpected, and the boy mo- ning skulls. Having done this, he removed the
mentarilv removed his gaze from the other scoun- cover and looked down into the interior. The
drel. Jake must have been waiting for the d1.ance, lantern that had been brought down by the outthe man he was confronting. But he decided
that. it would be a risk to do it, since it would
give the fellow a chance to strike him, or perhaps fire a shot. He let the three go on down '
the stairway, and then quickly disarmed the
c,ther. Knowing that he must work quickly now,
he tripped him and flung him to his back, at the
same time exclaiming:
"You jest hold out your hands so I kin tie 'em,
an' be quick about it! I ain't got no time ter
lose."
The man did so tremblingly·, and with wonderful quickness the scout secured his wrists with
a stout cord, which he had drawn from his pocket.
Having tied the man's wrists tightly together,
he bound -another cord around his ankles, and
then giving him a kick to remind him that he
had better lie still, he ran to the entrance to the
stairs. Just ;i,s he was about to rush down he
was met by Hop Wah, who exclaimed:
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. No shootee me."
"Where is Wilcf?" the scout demanded, in a
hoarse whisper.
"He allee samee go down lere. He gottee two
outlaws alle·e light. He savee Missee Alietta."
"Yes, but three more of ther galoots jest went
down here."
1
' Me knowee lat. Ley jumpee light over me, and
no see me. Misler Wild gittee pletty quickee."
"I don't know about that. I reckon I'll--"
Just then a shot was fired, and the scout plainly heard the hum of the bullet. Some one had
fired at him from the stairway. He gave the
Chinaman a push, and then darted back out of
the way. At that instant angry cries were heard
from below, and the sounds of a scuffle ensued.
"Wild, Wild!" the scout shoui;ed, as he started
down the stairway.
.
"I have got them, Charlie," came the reoly.
"Look out how you come down, You had better
stay where you are."
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"Mercy, Young \Vild \Vest!" Jake cried, imlaws was near at hand, and lifting it up, he saw
the glittering gold. There were two bags of it, ploringly. "Don't explode ther dynamite!"
and without any hesitation, he lifted one of them
"Well, you have either got to iget back into
out, though it took all his strength nearly to do that hole, or surrender. Which are you going to
so, for it was very weighty. Then up came the do?"
.
other. He carried the bags one at a time half
"I'll surrender."
up the stairway, for he knew quite well that his
"So will I," came the cry from the rest, with
brave little sweetheart would see to it that the the exception . of Happy Bill, who seemed too
the two outlaws dared not emerge from the hole. dazed to speak.
·
Then he returned, and carefully replacing the
"Corne on do\vn,. Charlie, if everything is all
cover of the altar, he put back the dynamite right up there," Wild called, without looking over
sticks and fastened the end of the cut wire so it his shoulder.
looked as thou,gh it was still attached to them. It
"Right yer are, Wild. I've been waitin' ter
took some little time fo1· him to make all his ar- hear yer say that," and then down came the scout,
rangements, and just as he had completed thi~gs a revolver in either hand.
to his satisfaction, he heard sounds above which
"Where is Hop?" Arietta asked.
indicated that a scuffle or something of the sort
"He's up there watchin' one of ther galoots I
was going on.
tied up."
"This way, Et," he 'said, calling quickly to his
"That's all tight, Charlie," our hero said. "Just
sweethea-rt, and she ran over to him. He took ,.,.. step down there and take the guns from the
her by the arm and started to go up the stairway. scoundrels. Then Arietta will help you tie them
But when he got to the turn he heard some one up. This is what I call pretty good. We have
coming down hastily. As quick as a flash he got the whole bunch without having to kill any of
pushed Arietta into a niche and then dropped in them. I like it that way better than H we had
after her. He was not a moment too soon in do- to do some shooting."
- ing this, _fol' down came the two men w~o had
The scout was not long in taking the weapons
made theu escape from Cheyenne Charlie, and from the outlaws and then Arietta assisted him
behind them ca~e the t~ird fellow. As they to tie their hand; behind them.
·
reached the turn m the stairs one of thei_n turned
"Now, then, the first thing to do is to take up
and fired '.1 shot upwa~·d, and then Wild _knew this gold that Happy Bill was so fond of looking
that C~arhe must. bl: with them. But he did ~ot at," our hero said. "Et, you just stay here p.nd
show hrmself, and with muttered oa~hs and cries watch the ,g ang until we do it."
of ~-age, the tl~ree men went on do:Vn, and not
Wild and Charlie were not long in carrying the
until they got mto the cave below did they real- two bags of gold up the stairs. ThtY found Hop
ize that there was no one there but themselves. sitting quietly before the prisoner who was lyin,cr
."Get into that hole, you scoundr_els !" ·. ~ild upon the floor, no doubt wonde;ing · how much
cried, suddenly appearmg on the stairs, his re- longer he had to live.
volver leveled at the three.
"Wh tt
tt
M' I . W'ld?" th Ch'
Just then Happy Bill emerged from the hole,
a ee ma. ee, is ei
i •
e
maman
followed by Jake.
as~ed 1 as he smiled blandly, when he saw the two
"It's your fault," the latter cried, as he turned ca},rymg_ the heavy bag~;
angrily to the leader. "You have got us in a fix
. Not~mg_ ~uch, _Hop, the _young d~adshot renow that we won't never git out of. You may as plied. Heie is a httle gold" e fo)md ii;\ what the
,
edicine right now."
outlaws call the Death Cave, thats all.
11 t a k e )our
weAs
m he struck the man a blow "nth
.
"Allee samee gold?"
he said this
. an d t h e c1ever Ch'mee got
the butt of his revolver and sent him stag,g ering. up and looked very much interested.
Then it was that a scuffle ensued for all five
"Yes, and quite a heap of it, too. What de
i;eemed to think that the leader w~s r es ponsible yo~ think_of tha~, Hop?''. ,,
for what had happened. It was then that CharAllee light, M1sler Wild.
.
lie called eut, and Wild answered him, telling him
T!1en our hero turned an~ w~nt, down the stairs
to stay where he was. It had occui-red to the agam. One br one the ':'illams_ we1:e forced to
young deadshot that since he had defied the out- ascend . the stairs. C~ar!1e commg m the lead,
laws he might as well carry it through, and mal~e and Wild and Hop bruwmg up_ the rear.
them understand thoroughly that he had them m
When they were a_ll lmed _up m th_e cave above
his power.
they were a very sick-lookmg lot, . i!1deed. The
"Good-by, Happy Bill!" Wild cried. "We are ot~_er man was forced to get upon ~is fe:t after
going to leave you here, and you can bet you'll
Anett.a cut the rope that ~d his ankles to, et out of the Death Cave alive. We have getheI, and then there was six of them.
never
g treasure all right so you needn ,t fear
"We11, H appy B'll"
..
got your
i , sa1'd our h ero, sm1lmg
at
l:ut that it will be used rightly.';
the leader, "wh,at do you think of the situation
Jake uttered a savage cry, and started for the now? I suppos~ you fellows have _been doing a
stairs, all but Happy Bill, who was half-stunned pretty go?d busmess along the trail froip Albufrom the blow he had received, following.
querque smce you have been here, haven t you?"
Then it was that our hero reached for the but"There ain't no use in me sayin' anything,
ton that connected with the electric wire. The Young Wild West," the villain retorted, in a
men realized that death faced them and threw husky voice. "You have got ther upper hand,
up their hands, and started back.
sc, it's all over, as far as I'm concerned. I knowed
"Get back into the hole, you scoundrels!" Young that I wpuld have ter take my medicine some day,
Wild West exclaimed, as he arose and faced the and I s'pose ther day has come now. ~ But I'm awastounded outlaws. "Do as I say, or we will all ful sorry you found out that there was a lot of
die together in the Death Cavel"
gold hid in that old altar down in ther Death
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Cave. It would make me feel better if I knowed
how yer come ter find it out."
"Well, I'll tell you. This is not the first time
we have been in here to-day. We ca;me in some
time ago, and it happened that we saw you as
you came down here. Cheyenne Charlie was with
me, so we followed you, and watched you as you
examined your gold, and heard what you said at ·
the time. Do you feel any better now?"
"Well, I don't know as I do. But it's satisfyin'
ter know something, anyhow."
Happy Bill said no more, but hung his head in
despair.
"There's one thing I'd like ter ask, Young Wild
•West," Jake snoke up.
"
demai,ded,
what is it?" the
"Well,
·
1
, sharply.
f boy , th
"Th
ere s on Y six
eDr~dwas sevend o_t ush, t1;~
1 our par gi s o •
now.
. "O"h, no. He's all right, and you shall soon see '
.
,
l,11!1·
Well, I don t care whether I see him or not,
on!.Y I w~nt_ed ter Jmow, that's all."
That 1s 1t, eh?
"Yes, that's all.
"Well, come ahead, then."
Leaving the ba,gs of gold where they were, for
Wild knew quite well that no one would be apt to
disturb them, they forced the outlaws to march
out through the cave and into the open air. Then
they conducted them to the place where Jim Dart
,vas still in waiting with Anna, Eloise and Wing.
The latter were much pleased to see them coming, and a cheer went up when they saw the six
prisoners. The others prisoner was there, for Jim
Dart had seen to it that he had no cha~ce to even
make an attempt to escape. Then Wild related
all about the Death Cave, and what had been
found there, not forgetting to tell how he had
defied the outlaws and frightened them nearly
. out of their wits. While the conversation was being carried on, Hop disappeared. They were
ready to start out to -return to Albuquerque before he showed up, and when they saw him coming they knew that something was up.
"Evelybody watchee!" the clever Chinee called
out, and then he turned and pointed in the direction of the big cavern. The words were scarcely
out of his mouth when a deafening explosion rang
out, and the earth fairly trembled.
"That fool of a heathen has gone an' blowed up
ther blamed cave!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
This was just what had happened. Without
a sking permission, Hop had returned to the cave,
and by setting a train of powder down the stairway, and leading it to the mouth of the cave,
he had caused an explosion which set off the dynamite and caused what might be termed a small
earthquake. As Hop ran up and came to a halt
before the party, Cheyenne Charlie looked at him
as though he was very angry, and said:
"What did yer do that for, anyhow, heathen?
.Don't yer know that you're liable ter git arrested
an' sent ter prison along with ther outlaws for
I
bustin' up things like that?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," the celestial
answered, smiling blandly. "Me no 'fl.aid."
"\Veil, yer oughter be, 'cause by blowin' up that
cave, you have spoiled all ther evidence of sich
a thing a'> it bein' a headquarters for a gang of

outlaws. How are we goin' ter prove that we got
Happy Bill and his gang in there?"
"Misler Wild," said Ho1>, becoming rather se.
rious, "maybe me makee lillee mistakee, so be.•
"Well, I'm sorry you took the trouble to cause
the explosion there. Hop," the young aeadshot answered. "But it can't be helped now, so there is
no use in saying anything about it."
"Well, I think there is some use in sayin' somethin' about it!" Charlie answered. "I've a notion
ter shoot at ther heathen's pigtail, jest 'cause he
showed himsel;f so fresh .
"You do lat, Misler Charlie," Hop declared, a
grin showing on his yellow face. "You shootee
n:y pigtailee off, and me al!ee samee glttee square
with you."
,.
the
You're m"ki"n'
"Yer will , eh?,
r a t s ag rn me
..
•
are yer? Well, I'll sartinly give you a gooJ
lambastin' for that."
As the scout said this he made a dart for Hop,
who cleverly dodged him and ran up among some
rocks. The chase kept up for a few minutes and
then finding that no m_atter how ~wift he w;s, he
could not catch up with the Chrnaman Charlie
returned disgustedly. Hop had brought forth the
bags of gold before touching the train of powder
with a match, so nothing more was said about the
affai_r. There is not much more to add to this
particular adventure of Young Wild West. Suffice it to say that the prisoners were duly conveyed to Albuquerque and turned over to the
sheriff,_ who was not only surprised but delighted
to receive them. Our friends said nothing of the
gold they had discovered, and as none of the villains mentioned it while they were there, they
were not p~t _to any trouble concerning it. They
converted 1t rnto cash as soon as possible and
~hen dec~ded to rest a couple of days before ~tartmg out m search ·of s6mething exciting. It had
been a lively experience for the majority of them
while it lasted, but probably the most thrilling
of them all was that of Arietta when she was in
the Death Cave with the two villains.
•
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST HUNTING FOR GRIZZLIES· or
A LIVELY TIME IN THE ROCKIES."" ' '
GOLD IN NEW YORK STATE
Mining claims filed in the Secretary of State's
of?ce during the 1~st eleven months alleged the
discovery of gold m seven places in New York
State. In some cases the claims include also silver and platinum, while one includes copper lead
and_ tin. Other claims were filed on a garn~t deposit and a feldspar cropping. Scientists have
held gold never will be found in paying quantities
in this State.
Pr~spectors said they found gold in the towns
of ·Dix, Schuyler county; Edwards, St. Lawrence
county; Orleans, Jefferson county, and Bleecker
Fulton county. Gold and platinum were said ~
be found in the town of Ohio, Herkimer county
and gold and silver in Pleasant Valley, Dutches~
county.
Th~ garnet deposit was found near Long Lake
Hamilton county, and the feldspar cropping ;£
Fine, St. Lawrence county.
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CURRENT NEWS
MISTLETOE IS CONDEMNED TO DEATH
The seeds of mistletoe are great travelers, and
wherever they go the growing trees are &,trangled
to death. The Department of Agriculture has
decreed the wholesale destruction of mistletoe
in the forests of the Northwest.
JAPANESE

PAPER
WATER
BAGS
DURABLE
A United States· Government expert, who has
been investigating the wonderful papers of Japan, reports that the Japan ese make water bag-s
of rice paper which are held to be more durable
than similar articles of rubber. Between the
layers of paper, which is soft and flexible, resin
is used and the outside is covered - with lacquer.
SLEEP BY THE COMP ASS
A European doctor, who recently died at the
age of 109, attributed his longevity to his method

~

of sleeping. He said: "When you go to bed always take a compass with you and with -the aid of
the compass place youi: bed in such a position
that your head points directly north and your
feet due south. Sleep soundly in a horizontal
position and you will live long."
FREAK LAURELS
The United States is generally credited with
the bulk of freak enterprises and ideas, but at
last we seem to be likely to be relieved of some
of this notice. Paris has a paper devoted to the
interests of servants. It is appropriately called
L'Escalier de Service or "Back Stairs" periodical.
It is filled with the doings of servants and prints
stories about butlers, cooks, parlormaids, etc. Its
subscription list was 6,000 when the first number
was issued. Janitors in Paris are a powerful class
as is , witnessed by their union and their "rules"
for tenants. They also have a "house organ,"
but it is of more limited appeal than the one cited.

ARE YOU READING

MYSTERY MAGAZINE?
Get a copy of No. 148, out on all newsstands. It contains a wonderful feature detective story entitled

"HOUNDED"
And it was written by FRANK BLIGHTON, one of the best authors of detective fiction in the world.

It also contains the opening; chapters of

'~THE HAUNTED HOTEL"

-

,
By JOE BURKE
One of the most mysterious stories ever written.

IN ADDITION THERE ARE TIJE FOLLOWING BRIGHT DETECTIVE STORIES:
''THE CONSOLATION NECKLACE," by Ben Gross; "DOUBLE DEATH," by Arthur W.
Witt; "WHEN PARTNERS PART," by Ernest A. Phillips; ''THE IDAHO ACE," by James
W. Egan.

And a fine article about detective work called

"THE CRIMINAL'S NEW ENEMY"
By CARL H. GETZ

Do not fail to read these interesting stories. The price is 10 cts. a copy!
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But it was a case of either obeying orders, or
·
disobeying them.
"I shall have to go," Gus decided. "Mr. Abanao
- Or, has ·used me well enough. It isn't for me to jump
at ,conclusions that he's doing crooked business;
The Adventures of an Office Boy
all the same I'd like_to bet that's just what it is."
It was raining as hard as ever when Gus .
turned up at the Long Island railroad station on
Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, where he sent the disBy DICK ELLISON
patch to Mr. Van Klompe11.
He kept an eye out for the supposed detective,
but saw nothing of him. There was, however, an
(A Serial Story)
earlier train for Eastport, which Gus could not
have caught at the time he received the wireless
dispatch.
CHAPTER V.-(Continued).
"Perhaps he has taken that," he thought. "I'd
That night the same thing happened again.
to bet I shall see him when I get down to
The door was locked when Gus came in from sup- like
The whole thing makes me tired. I'm
per, and the red-faced man responded to his ring, Eastport.
sure to get myself into a mess."
bidding him good-evening.
The tholl!ght worl'ied him throughout the long
"Nasty night," remarked G;us, starting to push
ride, but when he. reached Eastport he saw nothpast him, but the red-faced man blocked the way. ing
of the ma~.
"Abanao, going to be in to-morrow?" he asked.
It was some distance to the shore, and as the
"I don't know. I haven't heard from him," replied Gus. "If you have any word to lea-v~" rain had now ceased, Gus walked it, winding up.
at a small frame house, where there was a little
"I haven't. Good-night.".
"He's got his eye right on me," thought Gus. pier with boats tied up. The sign over the door
read: "Boats to let. Bate for sail by J. Seers."
"Now I wonder what it all means?"
Gus walked into the little barroom, to find an
Repeating his tactics of the night before, Gus
turned in at ten o'clock, and again slept the night immensely fat man sitting by the stove.
"Can you tell me how I can get to Mr. Abanao's
·
through.
When he started out for breakfast, he spied an fi shing box?" he asked.
"W aal," drawled the fat man, "you can hire one
envelope lying o;n the floof just inside the door.
which Jed from the hall to the anteroom. Evi- of my boats. I don't know no other way. It will
be hard pulling ag'in the tide."
vently it had been shoved under the door, and
"Is it far?"
Gus, picking it up, found that it was the ex"No. Not over half a mile. You can see it
pected dispatch. The" ~vl!lope had been torn
from here. What you want to go for? There
open.
"By Jove!" muttered the off\ce boy. "It came hain~t no one there."
"I work for Mr. Abanao. Here's his card. He
in the· night, and I neve heard the bEill. I'll bet
sent me down to see if everything was all right.
that fellow opened it. What a nerve!"
He pulled out the dispatch, and saw that it You know him, I suppose?"
'"Sure I know him. He's all right. Him and
consisted of the single word "Tamarinds."
"That means Eastport," he told himself. "I his friends hire boats from me right along in the
summer time. Know how to pull a boat?"
must know about this, though. If the man is a
detective, I den't suppose I shall get much satis"Sure," replied Gus, and he told the truth, for
~
faction."
he had once belonged to a boat club- at Canarsie.
The fat man, getting up, went to the door and
He ran upstairs to the printing office. The
door was Jocked, but Mr. Millli responded to his pointed out a little bungalow in the distance
which seemed to stand directly on the salt marsh
knock.
"Who took in this dispatch?" demanded Gus, but was actually on an island, as he explained to
Gus.
holding it up.
"Has any one else gorie out on the bay this
"Don't know anything about it," snapped the
morning?" asked the office boy, turning suddenly
printer. "When did it come?"
"Must have come during the night. I found on Mr. Steers.
it under our door. You can see for yourself it
''No; why?"
had been opened. It was that Wfl.Y when I found
"OJ1, I just wanted to know."
.
it."
"Hain't been nary a soul down to-my place since
"Don't know anything about it," repeated Mills. the storm set it," said Mr. Steers, and Gus was
"That man-that friend of yours who lets me shown which boat to take.
in-must have done it!" flashed Gus. "He's got
"I may stay in the bungalow over night," he
a nerve. What's his n ~e?"
said. "I've a lot to do for my boss. If I keep
"Ask him the next time you see him. You won't the boat out that long I'll pay you the balance
make anything out of me." ·
/
when I bring it in."
"Is he a detecti've'?""
"Oh, that's all right," replied the fat man,
"How should I know?" snapped Mills, and he carelessly. "Mr. Abanao has been liberal with
slammed the door in Gus's face.
me. I don't care how long you keep the boat.
· "What shall I do," the office boy asked him- only don't go to getting yourself into no trouble.-'
self, as' he sat at breakfast. "I do wish the boss
(To be continued.)
was here to tell me."

OUT FOR A JOB
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GOOD READING
A "SN AKE" GARDEN
At ·Port Elizabeth, South Africa, attached to
the Natural History Museum and Aviary, is a
large "snake garden," where poisonous reptiles
live in perfect freedom, among their natural surroundings. The garden is, of course, cut off from
· the rest of the world by a concrete wall.
Its keeper · js a negro who has worked in the
snake garden from the days of his childhood, and
has actually succeeded in building up a real
friendship with his scaly cha1·ges. Protected only
by gauntlet gloves and leather puttees, with his
other clothing merely the regulation uniform of
the museum, he fearlessly enters the inclosure and
freely handles his pets.
When one considers that the majority of the
snakes in the garden are of the most deadly va- .
rieties-the African cobra, the puff-adder an<i
the fer-de-lance among others-one would think
twice before offering to swap jobs with the keeper
of the Teptile house.
.
Poisonous snakes are popula1·ly "believed to be
untamable, but the negro keeper at Port Elizabeth
seems to prove that if not actually affectionate,
they can be persuaded by .kindness to tolerate
human companionship.
The snakes in the Port Elizabeth garden are
~not used for display purposes only. Their venom,
extracted, is used in the preparation of serums
and ant;dotes for snake-bite.
ORIGIN OF THANKSGIVING DAY
The origin of Thanksgiving Day may be traced
back through the ages and the nations to _the
land of the C;rnaanites, from whom the Israelites
copied many of their customs. The harvest celebration appeared lateT among the Hebrews and
was called the Feast of the Tabernacles. The
harvest festival in Greece was celebrated in November in honor of Demeter, the Goddess of
Harvests,· while the Roman worshipper,; bowed
down to Ceres as the giver of harvests. In Eng· ]and this festival was called "The Harvest Home,"
and its origin may be traced back to the time of
Saxon occupation. However, t he firs~ H_al've:5t
Festival in America was held by the Pilgrims m
1621, although this was not t he first time that a
thanksgiving service h1d been observed; for_ a
thaIJksgiving had been offered by an English
minister named W olfall in 1578 on the shores of
Newfoundland, and the first within the present
borders of the United States was held by the
Popham Colony, settled at Sagadhoc, Maine, in
August, 1607. But neither of the latter were expression s of gratitude fol:' ample- harvests, and
neitheT consumed the entire day. Our present
Thanksgiving Day, through proclamation of the
President dates back to a proclamation of President \ Vashington who set apart November 26,
1789. But the day was not observed with regularity until 1863, when President Lincoln set
apart July 15 as a day of thank_sgiving and
prayer. Since then, with one exception, Thanksgiving Day: has been observed on the last Thursday in November.

DRESSING A CODFISH EVERY SECOND
Out on the foggy Grand Banks the most al'duous task of the cod fisherman is "dressing down."
Every one d1:eads it, for it means working regardless of hours until the iob is done. If th,e catch
has been heavy, midnight, or even 'the dawn following, sees the entire crew at it by the light of
flares. No one, not even the cook, commonly
known while afloat as "the Doctor," may have
any respite. The deck is slippery ·with parts
of the thousands of cod that have b~en slid from
the knife of the slitters into the hold. Cut fingers are of no avail as an excuse for laying off.
Power has taken a lot of the meanness out of
life at sea and the same little gasoline engine
that hoists the sails and weighs the anchor will
now have more to do- and the crew. less. The
"Iron Splitter" does the ',_Vork of 60 to 75 men
who now wield knives on t},e Grand Banb off
Newfoundland, up along the Labrado1·, as well as
in the localities f1;equented by fishermen from
France, England and Scandinavia. ]pvery second
the new machine takes a fresh codfish and as
often it turns out a dressed fish . . It per·forms all
the usual operations of splitting, removing the
backbone, cleaning and washing. This ingenious
machine was perfected in Seattle, Wash., by the
company which perfected, · in 1905, a somewhat
similar machine called by fishermen "The Iron
Chink" because it took the place of thousands of
Chinese who were formerly employed to clean fish
in the salmon canneries of the North Pacific.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
TO TEST FOR AN OPEN CIRCUIT
The windings of the amplifying transformers
may be tested for open circuits by means of a
telephone and a single dry cell. The absence of
a click or a very faint click when breaking the
circuit indicates that the winding is open.
· MEASURING CONDENSERS .
Wishing to measure the capacity of ·s ame condensers which were unmarked with the capacity
when I bought them I happened to think of connecting a tuning coil into a wave trap. With
ten coils on a 4-inch tube it took .00025 mfd.
capacity. I next connected in a .0005 mfd. condenser when it took two or three coils.
AERIALS IN TREES
When you hook your -aerial to a tree, it is prnbable that the tree will sway enough to break
the wire. By hooking up on a rope, r un through
a pulley and weighted to keep the aerial taut, this
disadvantage of the tree aerial wilt be overcome.
Tree aerials should be avoided as they injure reception.
WINDING INDUCTANCES
Do not use No. 16 or 18 annunciator (bell)
wire for winding inductances that are to be. used
in receiving sets. The wax coating on the wire
reduces the efficiency of the coil by increasing
the distributed capacity. If 16 or 18 wire is
necessary use double cotton-covered wire. It will
prove entirely satisfactory.
GERMAN LONG-DISTANCE:'RADIO
In order to facilitate overseas traffic a receiving station has been installed at Geltow, about
30 kilometers in a southerly direction from
Nauen. A similar arrarigement has been adopted
at Eilwese, the receiving station for which is now
at Hagen. It is intended to use the new stations
for communicating with a distant station from
Berlin, using Nauen for transmission and Getlow
for reception, land lines connecting each of the
latter with Berlin, and for communicati~ with
New York, using the ·station at Rocky Point for
transmission and that at Riverhead for reception.

SHARPER TUNING FROM SHORT AEE,IALS
The simplest and perhaps the best method for
reduci_n g interference from neighboring stations,
or even between stations which use the same wave
lengths, is to reduce the size of the antenna.
.An antenna about severity-five feet long will .
feed back plenty of energy to the set, with the
added advantage of giving the operator a chance
· to eliminate· much of the troublesome interference.
With the long aerial the receiver can change
the wave length of the complete circuit but
slightly. With the shorter aerial the receiver
then is the deciding factor in the selection of the
wave lengths. Sometimes a combination of a
short and long aerial will work well using one
for selectivity and the other for reception for
long distance stations.
A RESISTANCE IN THE AERIAL
In receivers utiliziilJg the principle of regeneration it is not always a simple matter to control
the functioning of the vacuum tube closely enough
to permit the greatest amplification of the signal
without squealing caused by local oscillations in
the tube. While experimenting with a set of this .
type an amateur has discovered that an ordinary
potentiometer -0f 200 to 400 ohms resistance inserted in the aerial lead-in wire makes it possible
to carry regeneration to a higher degree without affecting the stability of the tube. Without
some such scheme as this it is not possible to
reach the maximum in regeneration before tube
oscillations commence.
A VOID HUMMING .NOISES
The continuous hum that is many times heard
b. 1·eeiving sets, both in and out of transmitting
hours, is often due to nearby power lines. The
remedy is to remove your aerial and lead-in
wires from the vicinity of the power lines, and
if possible to ·run your aerial at right angles to
.
·
them.
Other mysterious and itritating noises are
caused by induction from neighboring motors,
elevators and telephone lines. Several times it
was reported that radio listeners had heard conversations that had been carried on over a n~arby
telephone, and· a number of telephone listeners
have reported hearing· radio concerts. In both
cases the phenomena was caused by the running
of telephone line and aerial close to each other
·
and parallel.

HONEYCOMBS AND VARIOCOUPLERS
The difference between a set u sing honeycomb
coils and a regenerator using the two variometers
and the variocoupler lies in the fact that the
former will give better results on longer wave
lengths, while most of the latter type of set will
WIRED WIRELESS BROADCASTING
not work on wave lengths over 600 to 800 meters.
There was recently given the first demonstraThe honeycomb coil set is all right, but for short
wave lengths the variocoupler and variometer tion of commercial wired wireless broadcasting,
circuit is hard to beat. These cfrcuits are both as applied to electric light wires on Staten Island,
regenerati ve, while the De Forest circuit is not · New York City. The studio is not unlike the
regenerative. All three circuits are excellent in usual radio studio. The output, instead of gotheir fields, and it is a hard matter to compare ing to an aerial and ground connection, is deliv-. the relative merits of them. Each is supreme in ered to the electric wires passing by the studio.
The wired wireless broadcasting company ia
·
Its _class.

•
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planning an 18-hour daily programme. Electric
light users ca;n subscribe for the service, in which
case they are furnished with·a compact receiving
set which is attached to any electric light
socket or outlet by means of the conventional
plug. The lowest subscription rate provides for
a crystal set and head-phones, while the highest
rate provides for a loud-speaker set. If the
Staten Island installation works out successfully,
both technicall" and commercially, the idea will
eventually_ be extended to ·other electric lig·ht
systems.
REGENERATI VE SET CONNECTIONS
Many amateurs wonder why their regenerative
receivers do not ,give them the results that "the
other fellow" gets. Although they may carefully
check their detector and amplifier connections,
and adjust battery voltages, there is one matter which is usually overlooked. This is the
proper method of connecting the antenna and
ground to the primary, and the grid and filament
to the secondary.
By experimentation it has been found that
:there are two possibilities which yield ·good results. The first is to connect the antenna to the
end of the primary of the variocoupler farthest
from the secondary coil, and to join the lead from
the grid to the end of the secondary coil farthest
from the primary coil. It so happens, however,
that this combination renders the set very sensitive to hand capacity effects, and it will be found
extremely difficult to remove the hand after tuning without thTowing the signals out completely.
A second combination, which is just as good for
receiving as the first, is to reverse the original
connections. Join tl}e antenna to the primary
coil •at the end nearest the secondary and attach·
the grid leak to the secondary at the point nearest tbe primary.
FOR BEGINNERS
To obtain the most out of a newly-purchased
receiving set, it is necessary to learn a few rudimentary principles of operation. What to do
and what not to do should be memorized.
If you have a crystal detector, keep the fingers
off the mineral. Handling it leaves a ,g reasy
surface and it is more apt to collect dust. It is
best) to keep it cove1:ed and if you must handle
the crsytal, do so with a pair of tweezel'S.
Don't attempt to find out what is inside of
your receive1·s. Many poor results can be traced
to the fact that the individual was too inquisitive ,,.and opened the receivers by unscrewing the
caps. In doing so, you will bend the diaphragms
and almost surely ruin the phones. The diaphragms are made of very thin metal and are
easily bent if handled. You may also injure the
winding, as it is wound with wire as fine as hair.
If you have purchased a complete set, don't
handle it roughly, as you may loosen a connection inside the cabinet.
• Don't try to change any of the wiring if you
are unfamilia1· with the working of it. ,,
THE INTERFERER
You cannot stop an amateur station if he is
transmitting legally with a license and is on the
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right wave length. He has just as much right
to the air as you have. Remember that there
are many amateurs who have been in the game
for years, and some of these men are carrying
on important relay traffic. They have a great
deal • of money invested in sets, and, as a rule,
these old timers do not care much about the
broadcasting. It is only fair for the beginner
to remember that some of these very amateurs
whom they are now blaming with the interference
are the •very men who made the radiophone possible as well as the ,1>ets that 1·eceive it. A little
courtesy shown by both sides will serve to clear
up a great deal of misunderstandin g. The broadcasting station has no right to keep the air all
the evening, and neither has the amateur. At
the present time the broadcasting stations are
sending out lengthy programmes that sometimes
extend until neai·ly midnight. This sort of a
performance is hardly fair to the amateur, who
has to get off some important messages. Put
yourself in the other fellow's place and do not
think that you can have the air all to yourself
an" more than anyone else can.
V ARIOMETERS AND V ARIOCOUPLER S
Two instruments frequently used in radio receivers are the variocoupler and the variometer.
In appearance they are often much alike, but the
purposes to which they are put are very different.
As many as three or four variometers may be
used in the same i,et, but more than one variocoupler at a time is rarely seen.
The coupler in most cases consists of a straight
cardboard or composition tube wound with wire.
This is called the "primary." At the upper end
of the tube a rotatable wooden ball, also wound
with wire, is supported on a brass shaft. This
is the "secondary."
The primary is "tapped," tbat is, at every few
turns the wire is bared, so that connection can
be made to it. These taps are led to contact
points on the panel, where a switch traveling
over them allows the owner of the set to cut in or
out as many tun1s of wire as he desires. In
hookups the coupler is shown as two coils, with
two arrows on one of them to indicate the
switches on the primary.
The variometer usually consists of two square
wooden, or round molded, composition fo1·ms
within which rotates a large ball of correspond~
ing material. The fixed forms constitute the
"stator," and the wire which is fastened in its
inside is called the "stator winding." The ball
is known as the "rotor" and its winding known
as the "rotor winding." · As there are two sections to both the rotor and stator, there are
'four separate windings, all of which are con·nected in series in the standard variometer. Some
circuits require the separations of these wind.:
ings, and variometers having all the connections
bi·ought out to individual posts bear the name of
"split variometers."
Certain makes of variocouplers look exactly
like variometers, but they can be distinguished
by the wires from the taps coming through the
molded case. The regular open type. of coupler
is more desirable, as looser coupling can be obtained with it, and the capacity between the
windings is much less.
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line the message is tied. By spreading large
pieces of cloth on the ground in a prearranged
pattern the pilot of the aircraft is signaled that-:,.
the1·e is a message for him; the arrangement of
the cloth also indicates in what direction he must
_fly to cross the line between the poles at right
ang-les. If more than one plane is up, the cloth
again tells which plane is to receive the message.
The selected plane swoops low over the poles,
and the pilot dangles a line to the end of which
it attached a hook. This engaglls the line to
which the message is tied, and line, message and
all are dragged into the air. The pilot reels in
his catch as the plane speeds away. If the message is to be delivered the plane simply dives to
the point of delivery and drops the message.
The pilots have become very expert at picking
up and dropping messages in this fashion.

LAUGHS

ITEMS QF INTEREST
_

"Does Growcher do anything toward making
his home happy?" "Yes." "What?" "Keep •
away from it."

BANDITS RETURN $2 OUT OF $12
Two armed holdup men held -u_p Henry Becke\.,~
jeweler, on the Croton aqueduct, New York, in
Billy-Do you believe in signs? Milly-Yes,
the rear of the C.H. Mathiessen estate, in Irving- indeed. Billy-Well, last night I dreamed you
ton on Hudson, the other day. Becker handed were madly in love with me. What is that a
over $12 and when they learned that was. all he sign of? Milly-That's a sign you were dreamhad the men gave him back two dollars. Then ... ing.
they tied him to a tree and told him not to try to
Figg-Wonder why people say 'as smart as a
escape till they were out of sight._
steel trap'? I never could see anything particularly intelligent in a steel trap. Fogg-A steel
THE LARGEST BASS VIOL
trap is called smart because it knows e)l:actly the
San Diego, Cal., claims the largest bass viol in right time to shut up.
existence. The instrument, constructed by Albert
S. Filson, is 14 feet in height, with the end pin
"I despise a hypocrite." "So do I." "Now, take
two feet, and 12 feet in the body alone. The
largest previous instrument belonged in New Jackson, for example. He's the biggest hypocrite
on earth." "But you appear to be his best
York. It measured 11 feet 7 inches, and required friend."
"Oh, yes; I try to appear friendly to-'
two men to play it. The new Filson viol can be ward
him. It pays better in th,e end."
managed by one man standing on a five-foot pedestal.
"But I fail to understand," said the medical
man, "why you come to me. You say your wife ~
DEAR, HE HAD HIS JOKE
.
i, a doctor. Why don't you let her prescribe for
"See this door in t.he wall?" asked Henry Ely, you?" ."Too expensive," replied the invalid.
"Last
reputed rich retired merchant of Sturgis, Mich., time I was ill she ordered me to spend six weeks
to his brother just before he died. "If anything at Palm Beach, and she went with me herself."
happens t.o me, look in there." Henry Ely died
and the estate is being settled. The bulk of his
"I asked J eannette what she thought of me and
wealth was found in a local bank.
she said she thought I'd be very · attractive to
But his brother Dan and the administrators mice. What on earth do you suppose she meant
could not forget the door. Paper covered the spot . by .that?" "It was just a polite way of saying
in the little room where the door was supposed to that you were a piece of cheese."
be. A few rips bared the door. Drawn open,
it revealed a dark recess. In the depths of the
Edith-Why didn't you tell me you had that
recess lay a heavy package wrapped in news- seat painted yesterday, papa? Father....:... Why:f
paper.
what happened? Edith-Why, Freddy and
When the paper was torn off a piece of tile was sat down on it last n ight, and Freddy got paint
found.
all over the back of his coat and trousers! - ~
TAKING MESSAGES ON THE FLY
The British Air Service · in Mesopotamfa has
perfected a scheme for delivering written messages to places without the necessity of their
landing and stopping to pick up the documents.
A line is stretched between two poles about 6
feet high and perhaps 20 feet apart. To this

Father of the family-"lrene, what brings that
younl!' Hankinson here four or five evenings ever:t
week?" ll!liss lrene--"Why, papa-I hardly-I
- - " Johnny ( coming to her relief)-"I know
who brings him here. A pair of the slimmest
legs a dude ever walked on. Them's the things
that brings him."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
TRIBE MAY STOP ITS
WEAVING
This discovery of oil and gas on the Navajo
Indian 1·eservation may destroy America's one inimitable art-the weaving of Navajo blankets.
It is agreed that the Navajo squaw weaves her
beautiful blankets solely for the purpose of marketing the inferior grade of wool raised on the 1
reservation. Navajo sheep are poorly bred and
mu.:h goat wool finds its way into the clip. Very
little wool of this sort is purchased for commercial purposes. The Navajos do not wear the
blankets they weave, but sell them for use as
rugs and hangings.
It is feared that when the Indians are paid
huge royalties on their oil-laden land they will
cease weaving their beautiful blankets-and become idlers and drivers of multi-cylinder motor
cars like their oil-wealthy cousins, the Osages of
.
Oklahoma.
The recent sale of leases for development of
oil on the Navajo reservation in western New
Mexico is expected to speed the crisis.
The bringing in of two gas wells started the
oil development.
RICH

NAVAJO

OUR DOLLAR
For the time being, the dollar seems on the
way to become the international currency standard. Tens of . millions of American paper dollars to-day i:r\. Central and Eastern Europe, are
bein'g hoarded as the one form of money which
will not depreciate, or being circulated as the one
form of money that will buy anything at prices
that do not change.
Recently a: single New York bank received from
its Central European correspondent an order immediately to ship one million dolla1·s in five-dollar
and ten-dollar bills.
Foreign exchange dealers report that remittances now being ·sent abroad do not call for the
payment of foreign currency on the other side,
but only of dollars. To meet these payments on
the other side, millions of Federal Reserve notes
are shipped abroad by the great New York banks
every week.
It is interesting that the foreigner will pay a
premium for Federal Reserve notes with the
words "Washington, D. C." on them, rather than
take the national bank notes of our largest banks.
In their eyes the word Washington, the connection with the American Government, stands for
stability,. certainty and value in their time of uncertainty, instability and change.
Governor Crissinger or the Federal Reserve
Board told the Universal Service the following:
. "As gold passes from one country to another
it is impounded by customs officers, while
American Federal Reserve notes are not seized,
but pass freely across international boundaries."
A vice-president of the Standard Oil reports
that he saw American paper money circulating in
Albania. Prices at the great Leipzig Fair are
quoted in dollars. Steamship tickets in Germany
are sold only for dolla1!s, pounds sterling and

francs. Berlin hotels are beginning to quote rates
in dollars. Dollars are circulating even in those
East European countries wher!l they are forbidden by governmental decree. Barred from Poland,
they leak into the country through Dantzig and
the Polish corridor.
Tp.e stable American dollar is on the way to
become an intermediate currency between.the van. ishing European moneys of to-day and the stable
moneys which European nations must create. ·
SCHOOL SALARY $15 A MONTH
Study the tablet on the New York University
building at the corner of Waverley place and
there you will find the names of the first seven
public school teachers who taught in Manhattan
under the Dutch rule, who managed households
on $15 a month and who were not above taking
in their rich neighbors' washing in addition to
teaching their rich neighbors' sons and daughters,
in order to aid ahd abet their slim "b;mkrolls."
Adam Rolontsen, Jan Stevenson, Jan Cornellissen, William Verstius, Jan de la Mantagne, Harmanus Van Hoboken and Evert Pietersen are the
hardy schoolmasters in whose memory the tablet
was erected, in the year 1909.
The year 1633 saw the establishment of the first
school on the island. Adam Roelantsen, its first
master, w~s born in Hilland ,i n 1606, coming to
this country at the age of 27. His career was
checkered one. He was continually figuring in
lawsuits, which, to his chagrin, did not always
turn out as he would have chosen.
Roelantsen's duties, as outlined in his commis. sion, were:~- "To promote religious worship, to
read a portion of the Word of ·God to his pupils
to endeavor to bring them up in the ways. of th~
Lord, to console with them when sick, to conduct
himself with all diligence and fidelity in his calling, so as to give others a good example, as becometh devout, pious and worthy counselors as
the church clerk, precenter and schoolmaster." '
From the Commission of Relantsen can be observed one important fact: The duties of teacher
and· preacher in those days were closely allied.
The requirements for a teacher stated: "He
(the teac~er) must possess a knowledge of music,
a good vo1ce so as to be heard, and an aptitude to
teach others; he must also be a good Teader
writer, arithmetician, and a member of the Dutch
Reformed Church. He must not be under 25 or
over 35 y~ars of age."
The tealber was invariably the appointee of the
West Indian Trading Company.·
Roelantsen was succeeded, by Jan Stevenson in
1643. Stevenson taught school in the room of a
private house.
In 1649 Jan Cornellissen :was appointed s"choolmaster. He is reputed to have been lazy and
much given to the use of "rebellious liquors."
Next came William Verstius, who was a pious
diligent and well qualified schoolmaster. He wa;
followed by Harmanus Van Hoboken, -who in turn
was succeeded by Evert Pietersen, the last man
to teach under the Dutch rule. Pietersen was the
one who received the $15 a month salary.
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HERE AND THERE
THE DEEPEST MINES
Brazil still contains the mine that goes the
deepest below the surface of -the earth, although
the deepest below sea level and the nearest therefore to the center of the earth is in the United
States.
The deepest hole in the earth is a gold mine in
the state of Minas Geraes and is known as the
Morro \relho or St. John de! Rey mine. It is
owned by the St. John de! Rey Mining Company,
an ,English corporation, which has been working
it almost continuously since 1834.
·
The mine is now 6,726 feet below the surface at
the top of the shaft through which it is entered.
The next deepest mine is in the Kolar gold field of
BRUSHING THE HULLS OF SHIPS
India, where one shaft descends to 6,140 feet. The
It is reported that an Australian company has Village
Deep mine in South Africa goes to 6,100
introduced in England an ingenious method of
~eet. The deepest in the United States is Tamacleaning the outside of the hull of a ship. The rack
No. 5, a copper mine in the Lake Superior
invention has been in successful operation for a
re gion, with· a depth of 5,308 feet. The bottom of
number of years in Australia and has been tried this
shaft is 4,100 feet below the level of the sea,
at Southampton and Plymouth.
while
that of the St. ·John del Rey is only 3,958
The apparatus is mounted upon a suitable frame,
below sea level, since the mout}l of the shaft
w~ich can be suspended from the side of a boat. feet
It · consists of a cylindrical brush about five e1· is in a mountain country 2,768 feet above sea
level. The 'l'amarack mine goes nearest to the
six feet in length, held in a framework which center
of the ea1~h.
also supports an electric motor and a propeller.
The temperature -o f .the rock at the lowest level
The purpose of the propeller is to keep the brush
pressed against the side of _the ship. The c~se, of the St. John de! Rey mine is 117 degrees. The
carrying the apparatus contains also a four cylin- miners work in an air temperature of 98 degrees.
der petroleum motor ctirectly coupled to a dynamo. The outside air has an average temperature of
The current produced serves to. raise and lower 68 degrees, but is cooled to 42 degrees before bethe canyinig frame· as wen as to drive the pro- ing forced to the lowest levels from which it is
peller and brush. As the applicance operates un- drawn to the surface- by powerful fans. On its
der water the motor and gearing are inclosed in way to the lowest depths its gains heat, from the
a water-tight box. The machine is capable of rocks and from its own compression, because air
removing the thickest deposits, and can thorough- at that great depth is considerably _denser than
ly clean the hull of an 8,000 ton ship in from six air at sea level. ·
The mine is a dry one, there being no water
to seven hours. .
at the lower levels, and because of the low relative humidity of the air which has been dried beA WATCH FOR TIME STUDY
fore being forced into the mine, the men are able
Modern efficiency methods as applied in fac- to work under satisfactory conditions.
The St. John de! Rey mine is not only the deeptories and shops often make it necessary to study
the time required for different operations in the e,st mine in the. world, but is operated by the oldmanufacture of certain products. For this work est registered English mining company, 01·ganit is absolutely necessary to have a stop watch. ized in 1830 to work a mine at a place some disThe conventional stop watch, however, leaves tance from the present workings. This mine
much to be desired, for the reason that, while it proved to be unpl'Ofitable, and in 1837 operations
gives the time e_lapsed f?r a cert~in operation, it were transferred to the present site where they
is necessary to indulge m a considerable calcula- have since been carried on almost-continuously.
tion for determining the output per ho'lr or day.
The deepest hole ·i~ the bedrock foundation of
Now a time study watch has been evolved for the crust of the earth has been recently reported
the purpose of eliminating all computation and to have been drilled in South Africa. It is not
making it possible_ for a~ observer ~o read from the deepest from the surface, but the point is that
the dial the quantity desired. The circumference its 5,300 feet of depth is all in the pre-Cambrian
of the dial of the watch is divided into 100 parts, strata, the underlying rocks which were laid down
as in the well known decimal dial, but instead of and finished some hundred million or so years ago.
these divisions being numbered in the ordinary The other deep bores mentioned above are in rocks -.,
manner they are marked with figures which indi- of more recent formation, or even, especially in
cate the number of operations per hour, when the case of the Tamarack shaft, in superposed
the time of a single operation is represented by sedimentary material.-Abstract from recent ad- ·
the elapsed time. In the instance of very short dress by Dr. T. T. Reed, U. S. Bureau ot Minu,
operatl"""' ion., 1100.~ti,ms intead of one can be before the N. Y. Section of the American lnstiBABY ADRIFT IN CRADLE ELEVEN DAYS
A babe ten mopths old, with sunken eyes and
to weak even to cry, was found recently by sol·diers in its cradle floating down the river at
Lov.ere, Italy. The little victim of the recent dam
disaster evi"dently had been drifting about on the
river fo~· eleven days without food or drink. ·
The soldiers took the child to their barracks
and placed him under care of a physician. Each
man of the garrison made . a gift of some kind
and later held a christening, bestowing on the
baby the name "Little Moses of the Bulrushes."

timed,

tiite of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.
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The $J2 a week mechanic
~ho became a millionail'e!
T

WENTY-THREE years ago, J ohn C.
Wahl was working as a mechanic m
Peoria, Illinois, at $ 12 a week.

To-day, he is a niillionaire__- having an income
that runs into six fig ures-nationally and internationally known as t;he inventor of the W ahl
Adding M achine,- the Wahl Fountain Pen,
and president of The W ahl Company, manufacturers of the famous Eversharp pencil.

i?

If the I. C. S. can smooth the ~ay to success for
other men, it can help you. If it can help other
men to go forward to better j~bs and bigger
salaries, or to suceess in businesses of their own,
it ca l). help you, too.
At least find . out how by marking and mailing
this cou~.on. It . doean't obligate you in apy way
to do thi s, but 1t may be the me ans of changing
your entire life.
•

MAIL

THE COUPON. TO-DAYI
-----------------~
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

It is interesting to note that the change for
the better in the life of J ohn C. Wahl came
the day he saw a(l advertisement that hit him
straight between the eyes. As he puts it,
" it told how the International Correspondence Schools could maJc:e a draftsmaµ of a
fellow without interfering with his daily work."
That day, John C. Wahl enrolled and started
to build for the future. His present success
is proof th.at he builded well.
"Pick t_he line of work you like best," he
said the other day, "and sti~k: to it. Stu,dy
hard and i;uccess will take care of il1lelf. Nothing is impossible when a man really mak~s up
his mind that he's going to get ahead."

Box 4496-B, Scranton, Penn a.
Without cost or obligatio n, please tell me how I can quality tor
the position or in the aubject befor e which I have marked an X:

J ohn C. Wahl is just one of thousands of
I. C. S. students -who have made good in a big
way. The lives of such men should be an
inspiration and a guide to every man ·who
wants a better job and a· bigger salary.

Name ............................................................... .... ·········· .. ·················Street
e -3-2 3
Address ..: ............ .. ... .. ................................................. .....<;: ..............."

BUSIN ESS TRAININO

Business Manaa-ement
t
ln"dustrtal Management
Personnel OrrantzaUoa
Traffic Management
Business Law
Bllllklni and Bank.Inf L~w
Accountancy(lno1udl1111C.P.A. )
Cost Accountini
; Bookkeeping
Private Secretary
Spanish
French

•
TECHNI CAL ANO
• Electric
Electrical Eni}neerlnaLighting
8MechanicaLEnglneer
Mechantcal Draftsman
B Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positlone
On• Engine Operatillfl
ClvU Engineer
Surveying and Mapoinl'
Meta.Uurgy
•\
Steam EngineertneRadio

§
§

COURSES

BSalesmanshtp
Advertising
gBetter Letters
Show Card Lettering
Stenography and Typin.c
Business English
Civil Service
§Railway Ma.ii Clerk
Common School Subjects
IDgh School Subjecta
Illustrating
O CartooolDa

B

•

•

IN DUSTRIAL COURS ES

§Architect
·
Blue Pl'lnt Reading
Contractor and Builder
BArchltectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
D Structural Engineer
O Cbenu.stry O Pharmae}'
D Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Navli,!ation
Agriculture and Poultry

§

Mathematics

Clty .......................... ........................ St&te ...........................................
Occupation .... .......... ............. .......................... ............... ................... , .••
Persons residing in Oanada shlmu:l atma this coupon to the Internat i,onal Oorrnvondcrics School, Oana<lian, ffimit ed., Montreat Oauada..

FIVE-YEAR
ARCTIC
EXPEDITION
PLANNED

THE FINIST 25
CAL.AUVOMATIC
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GENUINE
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Guaranteed

Be eare to order
this new ,improved

·st:i:u~ac!hota.
:C:W~~i:.$22.SO
~'Reaular
value, spe•

•
l.C?Es.'Tcl
I
Oash or Credit

WJi°Bi~:it~nro D~r:c~~re!;,~~:r:npr~=~kin1
:~
assuring you the choi~t quality, per• onally selected
1

by our D iamond buyers' a t Amsterdam, Antwerp and
other Diamond centen.

z.,_

ii
ZO ~hot, 82 _cal. hea'!Y service automatic, 10 ahots with es •
20 SHOT, 32 CAL. "

tra m agazine, makmS' 20 shots in an, special at $8 4S
Both gune 1hoot any atandard a utomatic cartri(!ee•
PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY ploa poataa-e. '

•

Specials for Christmas Gift s
•Your Choice For' ~

~3-7-!?Q~
1

~•amount Tradinc Co., llept.FlW,34~.28thSt..N.Y.

TOBACCO

No Pay
Habit Cured or chewinc
or•nuff

An., form,eiaan,clrarettee,pipe.
Guarante ed. Hannl'!P!, Complete treatmenhei
,a!ti.-1. C - Sl .OO'if it cur - . Notltinsr if it fai •

:surERBA CO. 11-11, BalttlllGN, M

LearnHowto

WRESTLE
She Found
A Pleasant Way
To Reduce Her Fat
Thou.oands of overfat
people have greatly reduced their weight and
attained a normal figure· by followinll the
advice of others who
1118 and recommend the
Marmola Prescription
Tablets. These harm188s little fat reclucera
a,... prepared in tablet
form from the same in-

York

gredients that formerly
composed the famous
Marmola Prescription
.
for fat reduction.
U you are too fat, you owe it to younelf
·t o give these fat reducers a fair trial. All
the better :lru~ store• the world over oell
Marmola Prescnption Tablets at one dollar per
package. Ask your druggist for them or send
one dollar to the Marmola Co. , 628 Garfield
Bldg., Detroit, Mich ., and oecure a package of
these tablets. They are harmless and reduce
your weight without lloing through long
sieges of tiresome exercise and starvation
diet. If you are too fat try this today.

One of the most
polar
elaborate
expeditions ever
is
undertak e n
now being planned by Capt. Robert A Bartlett,
commander of the
Roosev el t , o n
Admiral
which
Fe.1ry made his
toward
voyage
the North Pole.
The trip will be
made to explore a
water route
n o r t h eastward
Alaskan
f r om
through
waters
the Arctic regions, and will
leave ~
probably
Seattle next June
pass
July,
or
Bering
through
Strait, and drift
eastward with the
ice to Greenland
or Spitzbergen. It
will require five
the
years for
trip, according to
Captain Bartlett.
The party of
ten will make up expedition,
the
which will sail in
a wooden nonship.
magnetic
Instruments for
the
surveying
northern regions,
sounding · the
depths oV the
Arctic Ocean and
~xamining whatrever life may be
found will be included. The ship
will carry wireless and a seaplane.
apparTime,
ently, means but
little to Arctic
f or
explorers,
Captain Bartlett
says: "We may
be frozen up a
year or two," and
then goes on io ..
say tlmt such exare
periences
common to northern explorers and
are 1·ather expected.

FIND RELICS.
ARE 12,000
Y EARS OLD

A boy's accidental fin d of a
" fissure
in the
- earth in the center of a forest
near t he River
Lot, in the South
of Fran ce, has
been r esponsible
for the discover y
of important human r elics estimated · to be at
least 12,000 years
old.
T his is the second
important
areheofogical :find·
made in F r ance
~ in t h_
e p ast two
mont h s, Universal Servic"e having previously detailed the discovery of t hree skel. etons of men who
Hved 12,000 years
ago in the Upper
Burgundy
district, near Dijon.
The boy, when
he found the fis-sure, divined that
it might have
archeological importance, so he
l hurried back and
informed
Abbe
Lebozi, a parish
priest, who ventured in to thS
crack and found
it led to a huge
subterranean . domain, divided into
spacious
chambers which contained the relics.
I)rawings made
by artists estimated to have
lived in the year
"j 1.0,000 B. C. decorated the walls,
and there were
crude statues and
tlint arrowheads
In abundance.

new blue steel 8-ehot, f amoul
BRAND
Frontier Special e;;Jna--out hand-eje1.:.

FREE

tor revolver w ith 6-fncb b aITel. Im ported
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:f's:i.:i:S1/~rl~:;;~~~rag~~~~a
n ew custom ers.

tor!>if'.J~n!i~ ! ! fl~t•R'fven absola teJ y

F REE for selling onfy 80 packs Vegetable
and F lower Seed!, at 10c laree .P•ck . E H Y

LOW PRICE SPECIAL In 32, 32-20,
or 38 cal., OUR No. 311-$13.411
EXTRA SPEC~. our No. 260, latest 1924

to sell. WE 'l'RuST YOU untU oeeda are aold.

model of t ool steel,-32 cal.-8 ahc: $14.95. 32•20 or 38 c:al.-8 • hot-

AMERICAN SEED CO., Box V• 121-. Lancaster. Pa.

$111.0.

HDYINli PICTURE MACHINE

'FREE

Genuine New lllodel OU
o r E lectr ic l\loving P icture l\lach ine, and n oninflammable film, g iven
free fo r selling 25 pack ages Col ored P os t cards
at 10 cents a packaire,
.Extra premium of Ad•
mission Tick et s. You. can earn money by giving show s at y our own home. Write today.
OOLUMBIA NOVE LTY 00.
D ept. 988
East Bos ton, lllass.

·

BIG VALUE-for, 1.0 Gts.

6 Songs, word• and music• 25 Pio.I

tures Pretty Girla ;40 Wa.y s lo Make
Money ; l J oke Jlook ; l Jlook on
Love; 1 Magic Jlook ; 1 Book Letter
W riting; l D ream Book and F ortun e T eller; 1 ~ k Book; l Base
Ball Book, gives rules for g am es; l
Toy Mall;er Book; Language of
F lower s;! Mor seTele.i'raph Alphabet ; 12 Chemical E>;perlments:
.Ma r~ Age T able; Great'North Pole
Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 P uzzles ;
l2 G ames;80 Versea for Autograph Albums. ' All
the above by mall for 10 eta. and ,a et•, pos,age.
Royal Sale" Oo., D eak u,, South Norwalk. Ct.
.

DETECTIVES

Earn Big Money

Travel. Write Dept. K,
American D etective System, 1 968 B roadway,
New York Clt;r

f - - -

OLD MONEY WANTED - -- •

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of old
coins. Iteep ALL Old or odd money, it may
be VERY vaiulible. Send 10 cts. for ILLUS·
TRATIDD COIN VALUE BOOK, ,xa. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
OLARKE OOIN 0 0., .f.ra. lJ, LeRoy, N, Y.

Bald Men
GroW' Hair

Surprising reports are coming from men ~ho
were bald or losina- hair and who acquire a new.
f~'T~hdg{~~'igh~i~f..:r eatment that
"Fou; inches of hair have grown over what
. was a bald spot," is the report of G. W. Mitchell,
"I had a large bald spot and real, healthx hair has
developed all over my head" writes C. F . Heiser.
'i¼~u~~J'\,;';s
of my feet and now I have a good growth of hair."
Geo. M. Schwank reports that even with 'a second
application of the compound his hair stopped fallIng; then a new, g_rowth started. The well known
merchant, John H . Brittain was almost completely
bald and after using Kotalko a new fuJI crop of hair
grew. Legions of similar reports from men and
women. Free Box of Kotalko Mo ile d to You !
Anrone who Is losing hair, or is bald may obtain
a ful size box of Kotalko under money-refund
guarantee at any busy dru<r.,gist's. Or a proof box
wlll be mailed free, postpaid. merely by writin.,g to
ltotalko Offices, P-370. Station L, New York, N. Y.
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20-SHOT "PANTHER"
RAPID FIRE AUTOMATIC

vri~~fi?.J'.\~~v.~~t~":,'Jfhni:fi-..3!::~: $82

z ine making 20 rapid fire shots. Special at

P:,r',.",ll~ "8N'bat'{1~:~tart1;.~<;;.i ;_tl&l'tridge.

0
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Mon•y back promptly If not aat:f.fled.

-

CONSUMERS CO•• Dept. A2P, 1265 Broadway. N.Y~

"

•18&6.00ln Prlset1GIYenAway. Flrot Prilell'ord
'l'onrloir Car. Write no for Free Cou~ent!tJ:~

~r:~t:riii~~-1~~":Jt ~i. '· e,va.
1.~

Roanokel'llotof'ln.Co.t2Z39•11...-R";1

If Ruptured
Try This Free
Apply it t o Any Rupture, Old or Recent,
I..arge or Smail, and You are on
the Road That H as. Convinced Thousands.

Sent Free to Prove This
Anyone ruptured, man, woma n or · child.
should write at once to W. S. Rice, 556-C
Main St., Adams, N. Y., for a free trial or
his wonclerful ijtlmulatlng appllcatlon . . .Just
put It on the rupture and the muscles begi n
to tighten: they begin to bind together so
that the opening closes naturally and tile
need of a support or truss or appliance 1~
then done away with. Don't neglect to sen,l
for this tree trial. Even if your rupture
doesn't bother you what is the u s e of wear•
l ug supports all your lite ? Whv suffer this
nui sance? Why run the risk of gangrene a nd
sucb dangers from a s mall and innocent llttlP
rupture, the kind tllat hns thrown thousands
on the operating table? A host of men and
women are dally running such risk just because their ruptures do not hurt no.r irevent
them fr~m getting around. Write at once
for this free trial. as It Is certai nly ll wonderful thing and bas aided in the cure ot
ruptures that were as big as a man·a two
fists. Tr:v and write at once, using the coupon below.

Free for Rupture
W. S. Rice, Inc. ,
556-C Main St., Adams, N. Y.
You may send me entirely f ree a Samp le
Treatment of yo11r stlmulatinir a pplication for Rupture.
Name •••••• •• •• .• .• • •• ••• • ••••• ••••• • • ••••

Address . •• •• •••.. • •. .. •.•.•• . •• ••••• •• ..•
State

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
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Young Wild West and "Cunning Chip"; or, The
Gold Gang of the Gukb ..
" and the Bor<ler Crooks; or, Arletta and the
· Smuggler Queen.
" Fighting the Fiie Fiends_; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
" and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
" Staking a Tendertqot; or, Arletta and the Griz•
zly Bear.
" Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or!....Spoiling an
,, Indlnn Outbreak.
" Capturing a Claim: or, Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
" and the Deadwood Dead shot: or, The Man Who
Was Hard to Beat.
" R @sculng a Ranchman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
" Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed In an Aztec
Tomb.
" Fl1?bt at the Forks; or, Arietta· and the Lost
Emigrant Train.
" and the Desperado; or. The Masked Men of the
Monntaln.
" W estQn Welcome: or, Arlett.a's Birthda y Gift.
Rapid -Fire Fight: or, Holding a Cave of Gold.
" at a Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Calling .a
Blurt.

•

and Senor Santo: or, The Brigands of the
Border.
Calling the Cavalry: or, Arietta's 'l'brllling Ride.
Ready Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark'.
" Rond Agent Round -Up; or.._ Arletta Carrying
tbP Mall .
'
" and the Rea Ranchero; or, The Plot to Burn
a Settlement.
'
" On a Puzzling Trail; or, Ari ettn's N11gp:H Clue.
" Fight In the Sagebrush; or, The Richest Spot
In Nevnda.
" and Little Moccasin: or. Ariettf!.'s PnwnPe PP.ril.
" Stopping a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
" On the Frontier; or, Arletta and the Mexican
Out111ws.
" and. "Tbree-Finge.red Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man In Camp.
" Richest Pan out ; or, Arletta and the Hidden
Cave.
" nncl the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On the
"
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Trall!np: the Express Thieves; or, Arletta s
Golden Reward.
" Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
11 Dance.
" Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arietta's Daring Deceptl~.
'
" R @d Hot Fight; or, The Hldalgo's Hidden
Haunt..
.
" Lariat Swing; or, Arletta and The Broken
,.Br!~~e.the Red Skin Road Agel'!ts; or, Trouble
A'.t the Double Six Ranch.
·
" Shooting for His Life; or, Arictta's Able Assisbnc&
.
" ancl "JR-Carat Dan"; or, The Dandy Ba<1 Man of
Gilt Edge.
"

For ..1e by all newsdaalere, er ..-111 1,e •eat te anf
11llllreu •• receipt ef i,Plce, 7e per COIIY, In mo&eF
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HAl\ltY W. WOLFF,
1e11 lVHt !Sol lweet,

S(ENARIOS

•

Pnb aloer, Inc,,
New Ynk Cttt'

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy

This book contains all the most recent changes In
the method of construction and submission ot see•
narios Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of see·
nario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, _s end us the
price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we
will maH you one, postage free. Address
L. iENARENS, U9 Serenth Are., New York, N. Y

I

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. .They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
N,r. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. -.A. complete flD<l,
useful little boo!,, co ntaining the rules and regulations
of billlards, bagatelle, back -gammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contnin•
Ing all th e leading conundrums of the day, amusing rid•
dies; curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SEIi' TRAPS.-Including hin ts on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
illustrnted.
No, 41. THjE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
,JOKE BOOK. - Containing a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
m instrels 1s complete without this wonderful little book.
No, '42. THE /eOYS IOF NEW YORK STU.MP•
SPEAKER. - Containing a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Ju s t the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45.

THE BOYS OF NEW· YORK MINSTREi,

No. 54.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS. -

No. 80.

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHEB.-

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK. - Something new and very
Instructive. Every boy should oJ;>taln . this book, as It
contains full Instructions for organizing an amateur
min strel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO J\IAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
- A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and ,..
electro magnetism: to!!'ether with full Instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Contalnlngg over flfty Illustrations.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
handy book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner of sall•
Ing them. Fully lpustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-G!vlng rules for COD•
ducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for d!a,
cussion and the best sources for procuring Information
on the questions given ..
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMAJ..S.
-A· valuable book, giving instructions In coUecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals and tnsects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Con•
taining explanations ot the general principles of sleight•
of-band applicable to card tricks; or ·card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-band: of
tricks Involving sleight-of-band, or the use of specially
prepar@d cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. - A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and fun directlona
tor . playing Euchre, Cribbage,_ Cassino, Forty-Five.
Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
Giving complete information as to tlle manner and method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing ~.
all kinds of pets: also giving full Instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight illustration•.
No. 56. liow TO BECOME AN ENGINEER. - Containing fu.q Instructions bow to b11Come a locomotive
engineer; aiso directions for building a model locomotive; togeth<>r wJ.th a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. - By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which be lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
Contqining useful Information regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also bow to make Photographic Mll&'io
trf;st~a~e~.lldes and otl1er Tr:uis.parencles. Handsomely

No. 64. HOW TO J\fAKE ELECTRICAL JIIACHINE!I
- Containing full directions for mnklng electrical ma•
chines, induction coils. dynamos and many novel toy •
rnu~tr:t~d~ed by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully -i.:
For -sale by an newsdealers, or u,n be sent to u:r
address on receipt of pd,,e, 100. per coi,y,
ln moiiey or s~alllps, b:v

HARRY E. WOLF}', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street,
New York Cit,:

'

